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11.1 
SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
The present study in the form of annotated bibliography 
resembles together all the significant literature dealing with 
the organization of Islamic Countries. I hope this 
bibliography would be some helpful to those who wish to know 
about the subject. 
The study includes 250 selected annotated bibliographies 
of articles on the topic collected from Maulana Azad Library, 
Aligarh Muslim Unviersity, Seminar Libraries of Department of 
West Asian Studies, Department of Islamic Studies of Aligarh 
Muslim University. I collected articles also from Institute of 
Objective Studies, Aligarh. 
STANDARD FOLLOWED: 
As far as possible t:he international standard has been 
followed. The relevant bibliographical details were noted down 
on 20x12 cm. cards. On completion of the abstracts, subject 
headings are assigned. Subject heading are completely co-
extensive to the extent possible. The subject headings were 
arranged in an alphabetical sequence of various elements. At 
the end, alphabetical indexes qf Author-title withinthe subject 
headings arranged alphabetically were prepared. Indexes 
providing reference to various entries, by their respective 
numbers. 
ARRANGEMENT: 
Part first is a brief introduction to bibliography 
IV 
contains the information about the scope and methodology 
adopted in preparing the bibliography. Part second is the 
bibliography of the subject which arranged alphabetically to 
their subject headings. Each bibliographical entry contains 
the following items of information: 
a) Serial Number 
b) Name of author(s) 
c) Full stop (.) . 
d) Title of the article including sub-title and alternative 
title if any 
e) Full stop (.). 
f) Title of the periodical in abbreviated or in full form 
g) Full stopC). 
h) Abstract 
APPETOICES: 
The index of author, title and subject is in 
alphabetical sequence. Index guide to the specific 
entry/entries in the bibliography. I hope it will be found 
useful in making use of bibliography. 
PART-ONE 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
ORGANIZATION OF THE ISLAMIC COUNTRIES 
The Organization was established in May 1971, 
following a summit meeting of Muslim heads of state at 
Rabat, Morocco, in September 1969, and the Islamic Foreign 
Ministers' Conference in Jeddah in March 1970, and in 
Karachi, Pakistan in December 1970. 
M E M B E R S 
Afghanistan" 
Algeria 
Bahrain 
Bangladesh 
Benin 
Brunei 
Burkina Faso 
Cameroon 
Chad 
The Comoros 
Dijibouti 
Egypt"" 
Gabon 
The Gambia 
Guinea-Bissau 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Jordan 
Kuwait 
Lebanon 
Libya 
Malaysia 
Maldives 
Mali 
Mauritania 
Morocco 
Niger 
Oman 
Pakistan 
Palestine Liberation 
Organization 
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Senegal 
Sierra Leone 
Somalia 
Sudan 
Syria 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
Uganda 
United Arab Emirates 
Yemen Arab Republic 
Yemen People's Demoratic 
Republic 
" Afghanistan's membership was suspended in January 1980, but 
in March 1989 delegates of the self declared Mujahedin 
Government of Afchanistan were admitted to membership. 
** Egypt's membership was suspended in May 1979 and restored in 
March 1984. 
Note: Observer status has been granted to the "Turkish 
Federated State of Cyprus', (which declared independence as the 
'Turkish Republic of Norther Cyprus' in November 1933). Nigeria 
also have observer status. 
ORGANIZATION 
Summit Conference: 
The supreme body of the Organiz.atioji is the Conference of Heads 
of State, which met in 1969 at Rabat, Morocco, in 1974 at 
Lahore, Pakistan, and in January 1981 at Mecca, Saudi Arabia, 
when it was decided tha tsummit conference would be held very 
three years in future. Fifth Conference: Kuwait, January 1987. 
CONFERENCES OF MINISTERS OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
Conferences take place annually, to consider the means for 
implementing the general policy of the Organization. 
SECRETARIAT 
The executive organ of the Organization, headed by a Secretary 
General and four Assistant Secretaries General. 
Secretary-General: Hamid Algabid (Niger). 
SPECIALIZED C0I4MITTEES 
Al-Quds Committee: f. 1975 to implement the resolutions of the 
Islamic Conference on the status of Jerusalem (Al-Quds); since 
1979 it has met at the level of foreign ministers, under the 
chairmanship of King Hassan II of Morocco. 
Islamic Commission for Economic, Cultural and Social Affairs: 
f. 1967. 
Permanent Finance Committee 
Standing Committee for Scienfitic and Technical Co-peration: 
f.l981. 
Standing committee for Economic and Trade Co-operation: f.l981. 
Standing Committee for Information and Cultural Affairs: 
f.l981. 
ACTIVITIES 
The Organization's aims, as set out in the Charter adopted in 
1972 are: 
(i) To promote Islamic solidarity among member states; 
(ii) To consolidate co-operation among member states in the 
economic, social, cultural, scientific and other vital 
fields, and to arrange consultations among member states 
belonging to international organizations; 
(iii) To endeavour to eliminate racial segregation and 
discrimination and to eradicate colonialism in all its 
forms; 
(iv) To take necessary measures to support international peace 
and security founded on justice; 
(v) To co-ordinate all efforts for the safeguard of the Holy-
Places and support of the struggle of the people of 
Palestine, and help them to regain their rights and 
liberate their land; 
(vi) To strengthen the struggle of all Muslim people v;ith a 
view to safeguarding their dignity, independence and 
national rights; and 
(vii) To create a suitable atmosphere for the promotion of co-
operation and understanding among members states and 
other countries. 
The first summit conference of Islamic leaders (representing 24 
states) took place in 1969 following the burning of the Al Aqsa 
Mosque in Jerusalem. At this conference it was decided that 
Islamic government should 'consult together with a view ot 
promoting close co-operation and mutual assistance in the 
economic, scientific, cultural and spiritual fields, inspired 
by the immortal teachings of Islam'. Thereafter the foreign 
minister of the countries concerned met annually, and adopted 
the Charter of the Organization of the Islamic conference in 
1972. 
At the second Islamic summit conference (Lahore, 
Pakistan, 1974), the Islamic Solidarity Fund was established, 
together with a committee of representatives which later 
evolved into the Islamic commission for economic, social and 
cultural affairs. Subsequently, numerous other subsidiary 
bodies has been setup (see below). 
ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION 
A general agreement for economic, technical and commercial co-
operation came into force in 1981, providing for the 
establishment of joint investment projects and trade 
coordination. This was followed by an agreement on promotion, 
protection and guarantee of investments among member states. A 
plan of action to strengthen economic co-operation was adopted 
at the third Islamic summit conference in 1981, aiming to 
promote collective selfreliance and the development of joint 
ventures in all sectors. In April 1983 the Islamic Reinsurance 
Corporation V7as launched by the QIC with authorized capital of 
US$200m. 
A meeting of ministers of industry was held in February 
1982, and agreed to pro:Tiote industrial co-operation, including 
joint ventures in agricultural machinery, engineering and other 
basic industries. 
In December 1988 it was announced that a committee of 
exports, established b> the QIC, was to draw up a 10-year 
programme of assistance to developing countries (mainly in 
Africa) in science and technology. 
CULTURAL CO-OPERATION 
The Organization supports education in Muslim communities 
throughout the world, and, through the Islamic Solidarity Fund 
has helped to establish Islamic universities in Niger, Uganda 
and Malaysia. It organizes seminars on various aspects of 
Islam, and encourage dialogue with the order monotheistic 
religions. Support is given to publication on Islam both in 
Muslim and Western countries. 
In March 1989 the Conference of Ministers of Foreign 
Affairs denouced as an apostate the author of the controversial 
novel. The Satanic Verses (Salman Rushdie), demanded the 
withdrawal of the book from circulation, and urged member 
states to boycott publishing houses which refused to comply. 
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE 
Assistance is given to Muslim communities affected by wars and 
natural disasters, in co-operation with UN organizations, 
particularly UNJCR. The countries of the Sahel region (Burkina 
Faso, Cope, Verde, Chad, The Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Mali, 
Mauritania, Niger and Senegal) receive particular attention as 
victims of drought. 
POLTICAL CO-OPERATION 
The organization is active at a poltical level. From the 
begining it called for vacation of Arab territories by Israel, 
recognition of the rights of Palestinians and of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization as their sole legitimate 
representative, and the restoration of Jerusalem to Arab rule. 
The 1981 summit conference called for a jihad (holy war-though 
not necessarily in a military sense) 'for the liberation of 
Jerusalem and the occupied Israel. 
In January 1980 an extraordinary conference of ministers 
of foreign affairs demanded the immediate and unconditional 
with drawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan and suspended 
Afghanistan's membership of the organization. The conference 
also reaffirmed the importance of the Iranian Islamic 
Republic's sovereignty, territorial integrity and poltical 
independence, and adopteda resolution oopposing any foreign 
pressures exerted on Islamic countries in general and Iran in 
particular. The conference further asked members not to 
participate in the 1980 Olympic unless the Soviet troops had 
withdrawn from Afghanistan and adopted a resolution condemning 
armed aggression against Somalia and denouncing the presence of 
military forces of the USSR and some of its allies in the Horn 
of Africa. 
In May 1980 a special committee was set up to conduct 
consultation of Afghanistan. Mediation in the Gulf war between 
Iran and Iraq was also attempted: an Islamic Peace Committee, 
headed by the Secretary-General of the Organization, was 
established in September 1980 and suggested a case-fire 
supervised by an observer force of troops drawn from Islamic 
countries, but the terms were rejected by the protagonists. 
The third Islamic summit conference (Mecca, Saudi Arabia 
January 1981) repeated the demand for Soviet withdrawal from 
Afghanistan and affirmed Afghanistan's poltical independence. 
It also decided to continue attepts at mediation between Iran 
and Iraq. 
In 1982 Islamic ministers of foreign affairs decided to 
set up Islamic offices for boycotting Israel and for military 
co-operation with the Palestine Liberation Organization. The 
OIC endoresed the peace plan proposal by the League of Arab 
States. 
The fourth summit conference, held in Kuwait in January 
1987, again decussed the continuing iran-Iraq war, and agreed 
that the Islamic Peace Committee should atept to prevent the 
sale of military equipment to the paties in the confliet. The 
conference also discussed the conflicts in Chad and Lebanon, 
and requested the holding of a United Nations conference to 
define international terrorism, as opposed to legitimate 
figting for freedom. The conference also approved proposals for 
joint development of modern technology, and for improving 
scientific and technical skills in the less-developed Islamic 
countries. 
In March 1989 ministers of forei'^n affairs agreed to 
readmit Afghanistan, as represented by the 'interim government' 
formed by the Mujaheddin (rebels), following the withdrawal of 
Soviet troops from Afghanistan. 
SUBSIDIARY ORGANS 
Al-Quds Fund: f, 1976. 
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International Commission for the Islamic Heritage: f. 1980. 
International Islamic Law Commission: f. 1982. 
Islamic Centre for the Development of Trade: Complexe 
commerciale des Habous, ave des FAR, BP 13545, Casablanca, 
Morocco; tel. 31 49 74; telex 22026; opened 1983 to encourage 
regular commercial contacts, harmonize policies and promote 
investments among QIC members. 
Islamic Centre for Technical and Vocational Training and 
Research: KB Bazar, Joydebpur, Gazipur Dist. Dhaka, Bangladesh; 
tel. 390154; telex 642739; f. 1979 to provide skilled 
technicians and instructors in mechanical, electrical, 
electronic and chemical technology, and to conduct research; 
axpected to begin operations in 1986, with 650 students, later 
to increase to 1,150. Dir Dr RAFIQED-DIN AHMAD. 
Islamic Commission for the International Crescent, f. 1980. 
Islamic Foundation for Science, Technology and Development 
IFSTAD: POB 9833, Jeddah 21423, Saudi Arabia; tel. 6322273; 
telex 604081; f. 1981 to promote co-operation in science and 
technology within the Islamic world. Dir-Gen. (vacant). 
Islamic Solidarity Fund: c/o QIC Secretariate, POB 178, Jeddah, 
Saudi Arabia; f. 1974 to meet the needs of Islamic communities 
by providing emergency aid and the wherewith to build mosques, 
Islamic centres, hospitals, schools and universities. Exec. Dir 
HASSAN M. DAOUD. 
Research Centre for Islamic History, Art and Culture: POB 24, 
Besiktas 80700, Istanbul, Turkey; tel. 16055988; telex 26484; 
f. 1979; library of 22,000 vols; Dir-Gen.E. IHSANOGLU. 
Newsletter (3 a year). 
Statistical, Economic and Socaial Research and Training Centre 
for the Islamic Countries: attar Sok. 4 GOP, Ankara, Turkey; 
tel. 1286105; telex 43163; f. 1978; Dr SADI CINDORUK. 
OTHER INSTIRUTIONS WITHIN THE OIC SYSTEM 
International Islamic News Agency: Price Fahd St, POB 5054 
Jeddah, Saudi Arabic; f. 1972. Dir-Gen. AHMAD FARRAG. 
Islamic Capitals Organization: c/o Mayor of Mecca, Meeca, Saudi 
Arabic; f. 1978. 
Islamic Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Commodity Exchange: 
Clifton Road, POB 3831, Karachi, Pakistan; tel. 530535; telex 
25533; f. 1979. Pres. Sheikh ISMAIL ABU DAWOOD; Sec-Gen. 
ALIOUNE DAT. quarterly Information Bulletin. 
Islamic Development Bank (q.v.). 
Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization: BP 
755, Agdal, Rabat, Morocco; tel. 724-33; telex 326-45; f. 1982. 
Dir-Gen. ABD AL-HADI BOUTALEB. Pubis ESESCO Bulletin 
(quaterly), Islam Today (annually), ISESCO Triimnial. 
Islamic States Broadeasting Organization: c/o Pakistan 
Broadcasting Corpn, Broadeasting House, Islamabad, Pakistan; 
tel 829021; telex 5816; f. 1975. Sec,-Gen. AHM/JJD FARRAJ. 
At the submmit confernece in January 1981 it was decided that 
an Islamic Court of Justice should be established to adjudicate 
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in dispute between Muslim countries. Experts met in January 
1983 to drav; up a constitution for the court. In 1987 it was 
decided that an Islamic Institute of Agriculture was to be 
established in Dakar, Senegal, by 1990. 
11 
Origin 
The abolition of the caliphate left the Muslim world in 
confusion. This was because Muslims, throughout history, 
identified their unity with this institution. It was hard for 
most Muslims to conceive the existence of the community without 
the institution of the Caliphate. But in reality they were 
politicaly too weak to organize themselves under a single 
leadership. Most Muslim territories were colonies of one or the 
other European powers, and those which had nominal independence 
were not strong enough to assume the leadership of all the 
Muslims. Poltical leaders and 'ulama' (scholars) involved 
themselves in the discussion on how to fill the gap created by 
the abolition of an instiution so integral to the Islamic 
community. Conferences were called to discuss the issue. 
The first such conference was held in Cairo in Shawwal 
1344/May 1926. Representatives from Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, 
Morocco, South Africa, the Dutch East Indies (Indonesia), the 
Malay State of Johore. British India, the Yemen, the Hijaz, 
Palestine, Iraq, and Poland attended the conference. Since most 
of the Muslim world was still under colonial rule, many of 
these representatives attended the conference in private 
ca/acities. No representative came from Turkey, Persia, 
Afghanistan, the Nejd and Russia. Since all the Muslim peoples 
who were present at the conference were non-governmental 
12 
delegates. 
The conference also made an appeal to all Muslims not to 
neglect the question of the Caliphate, which they considered as 
the soul and the manifestation of Islam. They also urged all 
Juslims to work together for the establishment of the 
Caliphate. According to the delegates, wuch an action would 
accomplish one of their essential duties. But the appeal failed 
to produce any result and no conference was held to discuss the 
Caliphate issue. 
The second meeting of tluslim leaders from different 
parts of the world was held in Makkah, in Dhu-al-Hijjah 
1344/June 1926. Under the sponsorship of the rising leader of 
the Arabian peninsula, 'Abdul'Azia Ibn Saud (d. 1373/1953), the 
planners of the Makkah conference met with opposition from 
Turkish authorities on the issue of the Caliphate and therefore 
declared even before the opening of the conference that the 
issue would not be raised at the conference. The conference 
concentrated rather on the future status of the Hijaz, which 
included the two holiest cities of Islam, and on tha 
administration of the Hajj (pilgrimage). Ibn Saud had recently 
captured Makkah and Madinah from the Hashemite Sherif Husain, 
and the status of the surrounding area was uncertain. This was 
no less important an issue to Muslims all over the world. 
During the conference, Muslim leaders entrusted Ibn Saud with 
responsibilities for the administration of the Hajj as well as 
13 
of the Hijaz. In addition, a permanent institution was 
established called Mu'tamar al-Alam al-Islami or the Muslim 
World Congress, and it was decided that this Congress would 
meet annully in Makkah at the time of the pilgrimage. 
Development of the OIC System 
The first Islamic Summit Conference, with 
representatives from 24 countries, was held in 9~12-Rajab 
1339/22-25 September 1969 in the Moroccan capital of Rabat. At 
the end of the four-day confernece, it was declared that 
"Muslim governemnts would consult with a view to promoting 
among themselves close cooperation and mutual assistance in the 
economic, scientific, cultural and spritual fields, inspired by 
the immortal technings of Isla". The conference decided that a 
meeting o the foreign ministers of participating countries 
should be held in the following years to discuss: (1) the 
result of the Summit Conference, and (2) the establishment of a 
permanent secretariat to foster coo[)eration among :nember 
states. This was a significant development in the life of 
modern Muslims, because after the abolition of the Caliphate in 
1342/1923 no other institution had claimed the political 
loyalty of all Muslims. 
The First Islamic Foreign Ministers Conference v;as held 
15-17/Muharram 1390/23-25 March 1970, in Jeddah. Decisions were 
made regarding the establishment of a General Secretariat, and 
the appointment of a Secretary Geneal for the new organisation. 
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The General Secretariat was to be located in Jeddah, which is 
sixty miles from Makkah. The Malaysian Prime Minister, Tunku 
Abdur Rahman, resigned from his position to become the first 
Secretary General of the organization. A charter for the 
organization was approved by the Third Conference of Foreign 
Ministers (1392 / 1972). In Article one of the Charter the name 
of the new institution is declared to be "Munazzamah 
al-Mu'tamar al-Islami in Arabic, "the Organization of the 
Islamic Conference" in English and "Organization de la 
Conference Islamique" in French... The Charter provides that 
Jeddah will host the General Secretariat until Jerusalem is 
freed from alien occupation. Arabic, English, and French were 
declared to be official languages of the organization. 
Since the early years the OIC has grown. Its membership 
has increased from an initial 24 to 46 countries in 1406 /' 
1986. Those countries who had been vocally opposed to the idea 
of an Islamic summit conference in 1389 / 1969 gradually becamti 
members of the OIC community. Among its members there arc 
Islamic republics, monarchies, military dictatorships, national 
democracies, democratic socialist republics, scientific 
socialist republic and people's democratic and socialist 
republic. By world economic standards, its members include 
countries from the lowest per capita income group as well as 
from the highest per capita income group. Some members have 
extre labor-abundance and capital poverty, others financial 
15 
capita abundance with land scarcity, still others with land 
abundance or relative abundance of specific skill. In general 
these countries posses high potentials of comprarative 
advantage, and their combined resouces have the potential of 
high economic growth. They have a rich cultural legacy, though 
their traditional value system still faces a strong challenge 
from Europen secular civilization. 
These developments, however, do not necessarily reflect a deep 
sense of participation of members in OIC activities, but only 
suggesest certain individual's commitment to the organization. 
The situation improved dramatically after 1973/1393 when some 
member countries became financial giants, and were able major 
donors of aid. In 1974/1394, with the Second Submmit Conference 
in Lahore, Pakistan, a new era began in the life of the OIC. We 
shall discuss the structure and the decision-making process of 
the OIC in the next two chapters. 
Structure of the OIC 
Although the OIC was established in response to a 
particular event, i.e. arson in the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem 
under "Israeli" occupation, Muslim poltical leaders meeting at 
the Rabat Summit Conference were aware of the popular desire in 
their countries for ummah unity. Keeping this desire in view, 
Muslim heads of state and government decided to establish a 
permanent poltical institution where they could exchange views 
16 
of Muslims interests. Therefore the Charter of the OIC that 
emerged laid down its structure and basic procedures as an 
international organization based on the idea of member-state 
sovereignty. 
The OIC Charter, referring to the Qur'anic concept of 
ummah, declared its conviction that the common belief of the 
members' citizens constituted the strongest factor for 
solidarity among the QIC's member-state. The Charter also 
declared member-countries' determination to consolidate the 
prevailing brotherly and spiritual friendship of their citizens 
and protect their freedom, and the common legacy of their 
civilization founded on the principles of justice, toleration, 
and non-di£crmination. In the preamble of the Charter, the 
members pltjdged to endeavor to increase human weel-being, 
progress and freedom everywhere, and resolved to unite their 
efforts in order to secure universal peace, security, freedom, 
and justice for their people and all people throughout the 
world. 
In Article II of the Charter, the objectives of the 
orf'anization were defined as follows: 
• o 
1) To promote Islamic solidarity among member-state; 
2) To consolidate co-operation among member-state in 
economic, social, cultural, scientific and other 
vital fields of activities, and facilitate 
consultation among member-state in international 
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organizations; 
3) To endeavour to eliminate racial segregation and 
discrimination and to eradicate colonialism in all 
its forms; 
4) To take necessary measures to support international 
peace and security founded on justice; 
5) To co-ordinate efforts for the safeguard of the Holy 
Places and support of the people of Palestine, and 
help them regain their rights and liberate their 
land; 
6) To strengthen the struggle of all Muslim peoples 
with a view to safeguarding their dignity, 
independence, and national rights; 
7) To create a suitable atmosphere for the promotion of 
cooperation and understanding among member-states 
and other countries. 
The Conference of Kings and Heads of State and Government 
The Conference of Kings and Heads of States and 
Government is also known as the Islamic Summit Conference; this 
is the highest authoritative institution within the QIC. it was 
through the first such conference that the organization was 
established in 1389/1969. Until 14C1/1981 the consensus within 
the OIC was that the meetings of the Summit Conference would be 
held when the interest of the umniah warranted it. Thus the 
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second Summit Conference was held in the 1394/1974 in order to 
consolidate what some member-sountries considered the 
achievements of the previous years; The Third Summit Conference 
was held in 1401/1981 as a part of the celabration of the 
beginning of the fifteenth century of the Islamic calendar. The 
Third Submmit Conference made a number of changes in the 
Charter, notably deciding to hold the Summit Conference itself 
at least once every three years. The Fourth Submmit Conference 
was held in 1404/1984 in Casablanca, and the Fifth was held in 
Kuwait in 1407/1987. The sixth submmit conference was scheduled 
to be held later in Senegal. The Conference of Kings and Heads 
of State and Government may also be held on the recommendation 
of the Islamic Foreign Ministers Conference. This is the 
supreme policy making institution of the QIC. 
Foreign Ministers Conference 
The Conference of Foreign Ministers is the main decisi 
on-making institution of the QIC. Based on policy determined by 
the Summit Conference, the Foreign Ministers Conference makes 
regular decisions in its annual meetings. In addition to annual 
meetings, extra-ordinary sessions of the Foreign Ministers 
Conference may be convened at the request of any member state 
of the Secretary General of the QIC. This request, hov;ever, 
needs to be approved by two-thirds of the members-state. Such 
approval is obtained by circulating the request to all 
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member-state. Srticle V of the Chater defines the duties and 
functions of the Foreign Ministers Conference as follows : 
1) To consider the means of implementing the general 
policy of the Conference; 
2) To review progress in the implementation of 
resolutions adopted at previous session; 
3) To adopt resolution on matters of common interest in 
accordance with the aims and objectives of the 
Conference set forth in the Charter; 
4) To discuss the report of the Financial Committee and 
approve the budget of the Secretary-General; 
5) To fix the date and venue of the coming Confernece of 
Foreign Ministers; 
6) To consider any issue affecting one or mora of the 
member states whenever a request to that effect is 
made with a view to taking appropriate measures, and 
also 
7) (a) To appoint the Secretary-General, and (b) appoint 
four assistants to the Secretary-General on the 
recommendation of the Secretary-General on the 
rcommendation of the Secretary General. 
General Secretariat 
The General Secretariat is the executive organ of the 
QIC, created on the pattern of the General Secretariat of the 
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United Nations. It is responsible for all action necessary to 
follow up on the resolutions and recommendations of the Submmit 
and Foreign Ministers Conference. The General Secretariat is 
headed by the Secretary General of the QIC, who is assisted by 
four Assistant Secretaries General. Secretaries are generally 
nominatted by members states and selected by the Foreign 
Ministers Conference for a non-renewable period of four years. 
The Assistant Secretary General for Political Affairs is also 
reponsible for the Departments of Islamic Minorities and 
Information. The Assistant Secretary General for Cultural and 
Social Affairs is also responsible for the Islamic Solidarity 
Fund. The third Assistant Secretary General is responsible for 
Economic, Administrative, and Financial Affairs. The fourth 
Assistant Secretary General is responsible for affairs of 
al-Quds (Jerusalem) and the Palestinian cause. The Secretary 
Genral is directly reposible for the Department of Legal 
Afairs, the QIC office at the United Nations, and other 
subsidary organs. In his absence the Secretary General 
delegates his functions to the most senior Assistant Secretary 
General. In case of vacancy in the post of Secretary General, 
it is filled by the Senior Assistant General, who assumes his 
terms of reference and prerogatives until a new Secretary 
General is appoited . The QIC is currently running under its 
fifth Secretary General, Syed Sharifuddin Pirzada of Pakistan, 
who came to office in 1405/1984. Its first Secretary General, 
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Tunku Abdul Rahman of Malaysia, was succeded by Hassan 
al-Tuohami of Egypt in 1393/1973. The third Secretary General, 
Amadou Karim Gaya of Senegal, was elected in 1395/1975. He was 
succeeded by Habib al-Chatty of Tunisia 1399/1979. 
Islamic Court of Justice 
The International Islamic Court of Justice is the fourth 
pillar and the highest judicial organ of the QIC. The Third 
Islamic Summit Cnference held in Taif, Saudi Arabia, in 
1401/1981 decided to create his judicial body on the pattern of 
the International Court of Justice in the Hague. The competence 
of the Court extends to: 
1) All cases whose referral to it is agreed upon by its 
members, as well as cases stipulated in current 
agreements and accords; 
2) Disputes that may rise among member states; 
3) Differences that may arise from the interpretation of 
the Charter of the QIC; and 
4) The issuance of fatwas or consultative opinions on 
the legal issues at the request of the Kings and 
Heads of States and Government Conference, the 
Foreign Ministers Conference, or an organ of the 
Organization, provided such request are approved by 
the Foreign Ministers Conference. 
The Court consists of eleven members educated in 
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traditional Islamic Jurisprudence, who are elected by the 
Foreign Ministers Conference on the nomination of the member 
states. The Court is located in Kuwait, but it is not yet in 
operation. 
Special Committees and Commissions 
The QIC occasionally creates committees and commissions 
designed to pay special attention to particular interests of 
the QIC. In the Sixth Conference od Foreign Ministers held in 
1395/1975 the al-Quds Committee was founded to pay special 
attention to Jerusalem and Palestine issue. The Tenth Foreign 
Ministers Conference decided to place the al-Quds Committee 
under the chairmanship of the King of Morocco. The QIC defines 
the objectives and functions of the al-Quds committee as 
follows: 
1) To study the situation in al-Quds; 
2) to follow-up the implementation of resolutions on 
this subject approved, or to be approved in the 
fi.ture, by the Conference of Foreign Ministers; 
3) tc follow-up the implementation of resolutions on 
al-Quds approved by international organizations and 
fora; 
4) to make proposals to member states and to all 
organizations concerned on the appropriate steps to 
be taken to ensure the implementation of the 
resolutions. 
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Subsidiary Organs 
1. Islamic Solidarity Fund 
The islamic Solidarity Fund was created during the 
Second Summit Conference held in Lahore, Pakistan, in 1394/1974 
with two objectives. The Fund is designed to "take all possible 
steps to rise the intellectual and moral levels of the Muslims 
in the world and to provide relief in case of emergencies such 
as natural disaster, etc., that may befall the Muslim ummah". 
It is also designed to "grant adequate material assistance to 
Muslim minorities and communities so as to improve their 
religious, social and cultural standards" and to contribute to 
the building of mosque, hospitals and other similar 
institutions. 
2. Al-Quds Fund 
AlQuds Fund was founded on the recommendation of the 
Seventh Conference of Foreign Ministers. Its objectives are to: 
1) prevent and resist Judaization policy pursued by the 
"Israeli" occupation authorities; 
2) preserve and maintain the Arab character of the city 
of Jerrusalem; and 
3) support the struggle of the Palestinian people in 
Jerusalem and in the rest of the occupied 
territories. 
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3. Statistical,Economic and Social Reseach and Training Centre 
for the Islamic Countries (Ankara Centre) 
4. Research Centre for Islamic History, Art and Culture 
(IRCICA) 
Based on (Resolution 3/7-ECS), the QIC decided to 
establish in Istanbul, Turkey a Centre for Inslamic History 
Art, and Culturem with the following objects: 
1) set up an institution where scientists, historians, 
writers and artists, coming from Islamic countries, 
will carry out research on the common legacy, leading 
to a better understanding among the brotherly peoples 
of the Islamic world; 
2) create objective conditions for close cooperation 
among historians and writers from Islamic states in 
order to put an end to the prejudices spread by some 
foreign writers toward the history, art and culture 
of the Muslims; 
3). publish studies in the form of books and monographs 
to create an environment of understanding and 
sincere friendship among Muslims; 
4) correct, by consensus, whatever baseless information 
still exists in the textbooks in some Muslim states 
that might give rise to discord among future 
generations of Muslims; 
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5) promote cooperation and exchange of books in the 
fields of history, art, and culture among 
universities and other research institutions in 
Islamic countries; 
6) organize periodic seminars or symposia, either at the 
Centre or in one of the member states of the OIC. 
Also organize, once every three years, history, art, 
and cultural congresses in one of the member state; 
and 
7) publish a quarterly review on the history, art, and 
culture of Islamic countries in order to propagate 
the fundamental principles of Islamic civilization. 
6. Islamic Foundation for Science, Technology and Development 
The OIC decided to establish the Islamic Foundation for 
Science, Technology and Development (IFSTAD) in the sixth 
Conference of Foreign Ministers held in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 
in 1395/1975. The Foundation functions to; 
1) promote and encourage research activities in the 
fields of science and technology, within an Islamic 
framework, in order to help solve some of the current 
problems of the Muslim world and mankind in general; 
2) promote cooperation and coordination in the field of 
science and technology within the Muslim world in 
order to strengthen the bonds of Islamic solidarity; 
and 
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3) ensure that all member states of the OIC, both 
individually and collectively, make the greatest 
possible use of science and technology, in the 
formulation and implementation of their socioeconomic 
plans, keeping in viev; the need to consolidate the 
unique Islamic personality and character. 
7. Islamic Centre for the Development of Trade 
The Third Islamic Summit Conference held in 1401/1981 
approve the statute of the Islamic Centre for the Development 
of Trade. Its main objectives are to : 
1) encourage regular commercial contacts betweeen the 
member state and collect information of a commercial 
nature; 
2) assist in harmonization of commercial policies of 
member states in the interest of inter-community 
trade; 
3) harmonize investments aimed at developing commercial 
excahnges. 
8. Is .amic Commission for the International Crescent 
The OIC established the Islamic Commission for the 
International Crescent on the pattern of the International Red 
Cross Society. This organ is designed to: 
1) to provide medical assistance and to alleviate the 
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sufferings caused by natural disasters; and 
2) to offer all possible necessary assistance to the 
international and local organizations serving 
humanity. 
At last ten members of the OIC need to sign the charter 
of the Commission before it could go into practice; the 
Commission has not achieved that support yet. The Libyan city, 
Benghazi, has been proposed to host the head office of the 
Commission. 
9. Islamic Jurisprudence Academy 
The OIC decided to establish the Islamic Jurisprudence 
Academy during the Third Islamic Summit Conference in 
Makkah/Taif (1401/1981). Through this institution the OIC wants 
to : 
1) promote the unity of the Muslim ummah; 
2) bring the ummah closer to the Islamic faith by 
studying the problems of modern life; and 
3) find solutions, in accordance with the shariah, to 
problems which could occur in the Islamic world. In 
addition to all member states of the OIC, the Academy 
has been expowered to grant membership to every 
Muslim scholar who fulfils its required conditions. 
It has been decided that the seat of the Academy will 
be located in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 
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10. The International Islamic Law Commission 
The Eleventh Conference of Foreign Ministers held in 
Islamabad, Pakistan decided to set-up another law-based 
institution under the auspices of the OICV. This is the 
International Islamic Law Commission with its head-office in 
Baghdad, iraq. The objectives of this Islamic Lav; Commission 
are to: 
1) conduct research in various fields that enhance the 
shariah; 
2) examine law and draft-law referred to it by member 
states or sub-committees in the light of the shariah 
and pronounce whether or not these are in accordance 
with the shariah; and 
3) devise ways and means to secure representation in 
order to put forward the Islamic point of view before 
the International Court of Justice and such other 
institutions of the United Nations when a question 
requiring the projection of Islamic views arises 
therein. 
11. Islamic Civil Aviation Council 
The Twelfth Conference of Foreign Ministers (1401/1981) 
estasblished the Islamic Civil Aviation Council as a subsidiary 
organ of the QIC. The Saudi Arabian Airlines drafted the 
charter of the Council, which is currently under consideration 
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by the member states of the OIC. The objectives of the Council 
are to : 
1) provide coordination among member states in the field 
of civil aviation; 
2) consider any special problem that could arise in the 
field of civil aviation; 
3). study the possibility of using effectively the air 
transport capacities of member states; and 
4) coordinate and harmonize policies relating to fares 
and transit of member states' airlines. 
Affiliated organs 
1. Islamic Development Bank 
'"..•'he most important and active institution within the OIC 
is the ."slamic Development Bank (IDB). The idea of the Bank was 
conceivfjd at the Second Conference of Foreign Ministers 
(1390/1')70); the Bank itself was established in 1395/1975. The 
Bank serves to "foster the economic development and social 
progress. of member countries and Muslim communities 
individually and jointly in accordance with the principles of 
the shaiiah. 
2. International Islamic News Agency 
The International Islamic news Sency (UNA) was the 
first anong the specialized and subsidiary organs established 
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by the OIC. The decision to establish this institution of the 
OIC was taken at the Second Foreign Ministers Conference held 
in Karachi, Pakistan (1390/1970). its objectives are to: 
1) develp close and better relations among the member 
state in the information field; 
2) promote contacts and technical cooperation among the 
news agencies of the member states; and 
3) work forbetter understanding of and among Muslim 
peoples and of their political, economic and social 
problems. 
3. Islamic States Broadcasting Organization 
The OIC establsihed the Islamic States Broadcasting 
Organization (ISBO) with similar goals in mind. The ISBO stand 
for 
1) spreading (da'wah) and promoting av^areness of the 
heritage of Islam; 
2) promoting what it calls Islamic causes and to deepen 
the sprit of Islamic: fraternity; 
3) indentify the political, social, economic and 
educational bases o^ Islamic solidarity; 
4) improving relations, among member states on those 
bases; 
5) planning to coordinate radio transmissions, 
broadcasting prograns, and technological information 
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among member countries in a spirit of Islamic 
fraternity; 
6) producing radio and television programs in order to 
further the objectives of the OIC. 
4. Islamic Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Commodity Exchange 
The Tenth Conference of Foreign Ministers held in Fez, 
Morocco (1398/1978) proposed to establish the Islamic Chamber 
of Commerce, Industry and Commodity Exchange for the following 
purpose: 
1) Promote and encourage trade, industry and handicrafts 
among the member states; 
2) Mare recommendations to safeguard economic and 
business interests of the Islamic world; 
3) Promote cooperation among the Chambers of Commerce in 
member countries and other international commercial, 
industry and agricultural organizations; 
4) Exchange commercial delegations and organize trade 
fairs, exhibitions, seminars, lectures and public 
compaigns; 
5) Promote investment opportunities and joint ventures 
among the member states; 
6) provide for arbiration in the settlement of 
commercial, and industrial dispute; and 
7) Promote exchange of commercial, technical, industrial 
mangement and scientific information and know-how 
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among the member states. 
5. Islamic Shipowers Association 
The islamic Shipowners Association was established at 
the Third Islamic Summit Conference (1401/1981). Its objectives 
and functions are : 
1) Coordinate and unify the efforts of the members in 
realizing cooperation among maritime companies; 
2) Protect the interest of its members by providing 
sound counsel and support through a greater voice in 
international maritime affairs; 
3) Establish contact between the Islamic world and other 
countries within an integrated maritime network; 
4) Develp periodic and regular freight and passenger 
voyages bytween Islamic and other countries; 
5) Assist in drawing up a unified policy for Islamic 
maritime transporters; and 
6) Copnduct studies and research in various disciplines 
of maritime transport. 
6. Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
The OIC founded the Islamic Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization (ISESCO) on the pattern of UNESCO based 
on (Resolution 2/ll-C) adopted at the Eleventh Conference of 
Foreign Ministers (1400/1980). ISESCO objectives are to; 
1) Strengthen coordination among the member states in 
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the fields of educational, scientific and cultural 
research and make Islamic culture the axis of 
educational curricula at all levels; 
2) Support the real Islamic culture and protect the 
independence of Islamicthought against the elements 
of cultural invasion, distortion and debasement; 
3) Encourage cooperation among the member states in the 
field of scientific research; develop the applied 
science and the use of advanced technology within the 
framework of permanent Islamic values and ideas; and 
preserve the future of Islamic civilization; 
4) Find ways and means to protect the Islamic identity 
of Muslims in non-Muslim countries; 
5) Support understanding among the people of the world 
and help maintain peace and security in the world by 
all means and especially through education, science 
and culture; and 
6) Coordinate among the specilized institutions of the 
OIC in the fields of education, science and culture, 
and all the member states of the OIC, with a view to 
consolidating Islamic solidarity and culture 
complementarity in the Muslim world. 
7. Organization of Islamic Capitals 
The organization of Islamic Capitals was established in 
1398/1987 by the OIC on the basis of a resolution adopted at 
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the Nineth Conference of Foreign Ministers. Its objectives have 
been defined as to: 
1) develop cooperation among the Islamic capitals and 
preserve their character and heritage; 
2) promote public service through the exchange of 
visits, research, studies and expertise, among the 
Islamic capitals and achieve at a wider scope for 
interaction in the cultural, social and construction 
planning fields; and 
3) organize conferences to discuss subjects of interest 
to the capitals in the Islamic world and recommend 
suitable solutions. 
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Conclusion 
VJith more than a decade and a half of experience behind 
it, the OIC has not achieved what many ot its leader envisioned 
at its inception. In its resolutions on various subjects, the 
OIC expressed its lofty Qoals and ideals, but in reality it has 
only started to meet the needs of the global Muslim ummah„ Many 
have already raised questions about the use of such an 
organization. Many have expressed frusration. But the OIC has 
not only survived; it has almost doubled its membership since 
its inception. It now enjoys the membership of almost all 
Muslim-majority nation-state. 
The formation of the OIC reflects the desire for unity 
among Muslims, a desire manifested in history by the survival 
of the institution of the caliphate. After the institution was 
abolished by the Turkish Grand National Assembly in 1342/1924, 
the idea of the ummah identity again gained major political 
significance. 
The'establishment of the OIC is significant because it 
has challenged the rising role of secular ideas in Muslim 
society. VJith the creation of various [luslim nations, it 
appeared that the secular ideas were going to defeat Islamic 
ideas. The creation of the OIC on the basis of ummah identity 
has disproved such views. 
the OIC is significant, broadly, because it enjoys the 
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participation of almost all Muslim-majority nation-state. It 
will be recalled that Kemalist reformers in Turkey opposed the 
Islamic Congresses in 1926 and in 1931 on the grounds that the 
effort was valueless, no more than an attempt to exploit Islam 
for political purpose. Egyptian secularists were also opposed, 
because, according to them, the Khilafah conferences were 
'against the sprit of modern nations'. Times change; both Egypt 
and Turkey now actively participate in the formation of the 
OIC. In fact, Turkey not only participates in OIC activities, 
but one of its prime ministers has categorically declared that 
cultural unity of the ummah was essential for the economic 
development of Muslim society. 
PART-TWO 
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1. ALLIANCES, ISLAMIC 
Dietl, Wilhelm. Time for a party Middle East. 187; May 
1990: 22. 
Mamoum al Hudeibi is a member of the Egyptian 
perliament and spokesman for the Islamic Alliance, the 
largest of the opposition blocs. More important, he is 
'"he most prominent political leader of the Moslem Brother-
h i, the officially banned mainstream Islamic fundamen-
tal -St movement. 
2. ASSISTANCE, EARTHQUAKE, CAT AS TROPHIC, IRAN 
Benten, Coraham. The Politics of disaster. Middle East. 
190; August 1990: 11-12. 
The fact that it came to nothing is a reflection of 
the deep differences within the regime in Tehran on 
dealing with the west. Nowhere these been more clear than 
in the reaction to overseas offers of assistancs 
follov;ing the catastrophic earthquake in northern Iran. 
3. AUTONOMY, FRAGILE, PRESIDENT, IRAQ 
Nelan, Bruce U. Middle East: A land of stones. Time. 
139(9); 2 March, 90:20-24. 
After a moment in the spotlight, Iraq's forgotten 
people cling to Fragile autonomy in a home laid waste b)' 
Saddam. Across the rugged mountains and valleys of 
northern Iraq, the rubble is coming life. 
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4. BANKING, SECTOR, ABU DHABI 
Cunningham, Andrew. BCCI: After the donenfall. Middle 
East. No.207; Jan., 92: 30-31. 
The debacle surrounding the callapse of the Bank of 
credit and commence International, largely owned by the 
government of Abu Dhabi, has left the emirate's govern-
ment and its banking institutions in a state of shock. It 
is reported on the state of the banking sector in the 
U.A.E. 
5. BANK AND BANKING, ARAB, EUROPEAN COt>II^ IUNITY 
Parker, Mushtak. Uncertainly towards 1992. Middle East. 
189; July 1990:35-36. 
Arab banks face the challange of the European 
community's single Market, due to come into existence in 
1992, in some disarray. What Arab banks in Europe to 
define their future targets within the wider EC 
integrated market. 
6. BUSINESS, GULF CRISIS, BANKING, CYPRUS 
Martin, Joseph. It's safer over here. Middle East. 193; 
November 1990: 36-38. 
The grov^ ing offshore banking business in Cyprus is 
looking forward to a major boost as a result of the Gulf 
crisis. There are attractions of Cyprus to foreign 
inverters and companies, and also the economy's urgent 
need for more labour. 
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7. CAPITALISTS, LEADING, MIDDLE EAST 
Smith, Pamela Ann. The Exile Bourgeoice of Palestine. 
Mecrip Middle East Report. 142, Vol 16, 5:September-
October, 86: 23.27. 
Omar Aggad is one of the shrewdert and most meceenful 
businessmen in the region. Not coincidentially, he is 
also a Palestinian. For Plastinians, stateless and living 
by their wits, have been among the leading capitalists of 
the Middle East. 
8. CATASTROPHE, LOCKERBIE AIR, LYBYA 
Alan, George. Assester or liabilities? Middle East 
No.207; Jan, 92: 29. 
Rightly or v;rongly, Libya has now been ident:ified by 
the united States and Britain as the villain behind the 
1988 lockerbie air catastrophe. It is pinpoiited the 
vulnerability of Tripoli's extensive oil investments in 
Europe. 
9 . CHILD ABDUCTION, riARRIAGES, INTER-CULTURE 
Lancaster, Pat. Child Obduction; Clash of Cultures. 
Middle East. No.204; Oct. 91: 5-10. 
Child abduction by a parent is on the increase. The 
experts tell us this is not surprising, given tho upsurge 
in inter-culture marriages and, they reprediet, the number 
of child abductions will continue to rise unless the 
issue is addressed at a high international level. 
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10. CLIMATIC CHANGES - PREDICTION- CO^ 
Wells, Alan. Global warming -Ecalogical disaster or media 
hype? Middle East Economic Study. 35(14); 6 Jan., 92: Dl-
D4. 
Alan Wells takes a highly sceptical look at current 
predictions about climatic change due to global warning 
brought about by increased emissions of CO2 and other 
greenhouse gases. 
11. ECONOMY CHANGE, EGYPTIAN 
Martin, Josh. It has to happen. Middle East. No. 206; 
Dec, 91; 19-20. 
No one claims that changes to the Egyptian economy 
will come easy, according to one businessman. But at last 
they none show signs taking place under the prodding of 
the IMF, the United Sl:ates and the Arab Gulf countries. 
12. CLASS, OWNING, MOROCCO 
Clement, Jean-Francis. Morocco's Bourgesisie. Monarchy, 
State, and owning diss. Merip Middle East Report. 142, 
Vol.16,5: September-October, 86: 13-17. 
From the degant office towers of downtown Casablanca 
to the palatial nillas on the outskirts of every major 
city, evidence abounds of Morocco's owning class. The 
luxury cars of the Dourgioisie fill downtown streets. 
Night clubs, posh restaurants and expensive boutique, 
flourish even in a time of national austinity. 
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13. COMMUNITIES, CIRCUMCISION, FEMALE, EGYPT 
Reidy, Jennifer. Mosaic; Taking a stand against circum-
cision Middle_Jast^. No.202; Agu., 39-41. 
A group of villagers in Minya, Egypt has outlawed the 
ancient pradise of female circumcision in their community 
Their public corapaign breaks every taboo about sex, 
virfiriety and marriage. 
14. COMPANIES, TURKISH, SOVIET UNION 
Parker, Mushtak. Turists and turns of the Soviet connec-
tion. Middle East. 190; August 1990: 42-43. 
Turkish companies are in the forefront of setting up 
joint nentures in the Soviet Union. They aim to be come a 
major conduct for products made in the Soviet Union 
headed for the Middle Est market. 
15. CONCESSIONS, PROCEDURAL, PALESTINIANS 
Snow, Charles. Palestinians assert independence. Middle 
East Economics Survey. 35(6); 11 Nov., 91: CI-04. 
Staking out a position independent from Damascus, the 
Palestinians were rewarded by the Israelis with procedural 
concessions and by the Americans with fulsome praise. 
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16. CONFERENCES ARAB-ISRAELI 
Snow, Charles. Summit agrees on October Conference. 
Middle East Economy Survey. 34(44); 5 August, 91: CI. 
Washington's attempt to comune a conference to settle 
the Arab Israeli conflict has received a major boost from 
tvjo unexpected- butnot unselected developments, first co-
sponsor a conference, and second, acceptance of proposal. 
17. CONFERENCES MARKETS, MEDITERRANEAN ^MDRID 
Ait-Laoussine, Nordine. The Outlook for Algerian gas. 
Middle East Economic Survey. 35 (32); 11 May, 92: D1-D3. 
This is the text of the keynote address made by Mr. 
Nordine Ait-Laoussine, the Algerian Minister of Energy, at the 
conference on Mediterranean Markets in Madrid on 5th May, 1992. 
18. CONFERENCES, OIL MARKET, VIENNA 
Seymour, Ian. OPEC opts for lower than expected produc-
tion ceiling for 30, 1992. Middle East Economic Survey. 
35(34); 25 May, 92: 1-6. 
It is the report on OPEC's Vienna Conference, 21-22 
May. Given the prospective strength of the oil market in 
the second half of the 1992, it is doubtful whether their 
bullish outlook could have been significantly undersmined 
by anything whech OPEC did or did not do at its Vienna 
ministeral conference. 
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19. CONFERENCES, PEACE, ARAB-ISRAEL 
Snow, Charles. Political Secare. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(31); 6 May, 91: C1-C3. 
U.S. Secretary of State James Baker's latest compaign 
to settle the Arab-Islaeli conflict appears to be in 
trouble after the Israelis changed their mind about the 
desirability of even a severely limited peace conference. 
20. CONFERENCE, PEACE, ASSURANCES, PALESTINIANS 
Snow, Charles. Bakar gives assurances. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 34(51); 23 Sept., 91: C1-C4. 
U.S. secretary of State James Baker has been touring 
the area giving written assurances to the participants in 
the proposed peace conference, including the Palestinians 
but the final hurdle-Palestinian representation has yet 
to be overcome. 
21. CONFERENCE, PEACE MADRID 
Snow, Charles, An offer Israel could not refuse. Middle 
East Economic Survey. 35(4); 28 Oct., 91: C1-C5. 
James Baker had maneuvered the Israelis into a 
position in which they simply could not offered to say no 
to the Madrial peace conference and after appearing 
briefly to contemplate the possibility of further 
resistence, Israeli Bime Minister caned in. 
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22. CONFERENCE, PEACE PARESIDENT, PLO 
Church, Jeorge J. flust we takl? Now? Time. 138(15); 21 
Oct., 91: 28-29. 
As the date for peace conference news, Israel and the 
Arabs should acute discomfort at the idea of being face 
to face. Israel refuses to vegotiate v;ith him and the 
U.S. pretends he does and exist, yet Pakistane liberation 
Organization Chairman Yasser Arafat makes his views knov^ n 
constaintly to the diplomatic world via fax, cordless 
telephone and intermediaries. 
23. CONFERENCE, PEACE PRESSURE, PRESIDENT, ISRAEL 
Nelan, Bruce W. What are there two upto? Time. 138(5); 5 
Aug., 91: 8-10. 
VJith Assad now willing to attend a regional peace 
conference, shamir faces heavy pressure, especially from 
the U.S. to go along. One way for him to bail out would 
be arrange for several hard liners to resign from his 
governing coalition, causing its callapse. 
24. C0NFEREN:E PEACE, PROGRESS 
Snow, Charles. Political Scene Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(33); 20 May, 91: C1-C2. 
On his fourth visit to the region since the end of 
the war, U.S. secretary of State James Baker asserted he 
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had made further progress towards the peace conference 
the American are trying to set up, although in the 
absence of any real information it is hard to verify this 
claims. 
25. CONFERENCE, SOCIETIES, POLITICS, MUSLIM 
Eickelman. Dale F. and Pasha, Kamran, Muslim societies 
and politics: Soveit and U.S. approaches- A conference 
report Middle East Journal. 45(4); Aug.,91: 630-648. 
The conference is to share the results of their 
research to assess the strengths of their respective 
approaches to understanding political and religious 
developments in the muslim world, and to explore future 
collaborative projects, including field research in 
Soviet Central Asia. 
26. CONFLICTS, POLITICAL, MIDDLE EAST 
Simarski, Laynn Teo. Doing business is not enough. Middle 
East. 189; July 1990: 31-32. 
Uninvolved in the Middle East's turbulent political 
fonflicts, Japan has managed to maintain its relationship 
with the countries of the region on a strictly business 
basic. This arouses resentment in the United States and 
is causing second thoughts in Tokyo. 
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27. CONTRACTS, KHAG ISLAND, IRAN 
Seymour, Ian. Iran's Kharg Island reconstruction project 
gets Underway, Middle East Economic Survey. 35(37); 15 
June, 92: A1-A4. 5 
All the details of the contract between Iran NIOC and 
France's ETPM have finally been sorted out, on site work 
is scheduled to start on June for the repair of the war-
damated oil leading facilities at the kharg Island export 
terminal. 
28. COOPERATION, BUSINESS, OCCUPIED TERRITORIES 
Bainerman, Joel. The Economics of the uprising. Middle 
East. 189; July 1990: 26-27. 
The benefits and the costs of the Palestinian attempt 
to create greater economic self.sufficiency. The paradox 
of Arabs in the occupied Terrirories and Jews in Israel 
finding sounds for business cooperation, derpite the 
fonfrontational circumstances of the uprising. 
29. COOPERATIONS, OIL, PRODUCERS 
H.E. Hisham M. Nazer. The Independence of producers 
and consumers in the oil market. Middle East Economics 
Survey. 34(35); 3 June, 91: D1-D3. 
It is printed out that the producers themselves have 
had a long history of cooperation to ensure market 
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stability. The cooperation among oil producers will be 
enhanced, and that the oil consumers will also play their 
role to make energy cooperation more meaningful at the 
flobal level. 
30. CONTROLS, ARMS, ISRAELIS 
Snow, Charles. Political Scene. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(35); 3 June, 91: C1-C3. 
Regional arms control seemed to be the topic foremost 
in everyone's mind, with the Israelis educating a system 
which amounts to him lateral Arab disarmanent and the 
Americans putting forward general proposals which, while 
well intentioned and more balanced. 
31. COOPERATIONS, PRODUCERS, CONSUMERS 
Aghazadeh, H.E. Ghalamaeza. The imperative need for oil 
producer-consumer cooperation in the If 90s. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 34(35); 3 June, 1991: D4-D5. 
Main objective is to promote undBrstanding among 
producers, consumers and oil companies, points to the 
fact that the need for cooperation has emerged as an 
unavoidable approach in the minds of the world energy 
scene's major players. 
32. COOPERATION, INTERNATIONAL, DIRECTION, OFEC 
Parra, Alirio A. OPEC after the gulf war. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 35(7); 18 November, 91: D1-D3. 
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OPEC's stance is changing towards a longer view of 
markets and in the direction of an international cooperative 
rather than a conflictive approach both at the governmental 
and at the industry level. 
33. COUNCIL, INTERIM, UNITED NATIONS, KABUL 
Desmond, Edward VJ. Facing the meal strom. Time. 139(17); 
27 April, 92: 28-29. 
Najibullah topples, and the mujahedin are close to 
truimph but age old ethirie tensions threaten tear the 
country apart. Najibullah knew that the end was near but 
clung to a promise to hand over power only through an 
orderly, peaceful process, and offered to step down as 
soon as a U.N. sponsored interim council was nominated to 
take over in Kabul. 
34. CRISIS, GULF, COMPATRIATES, JEWISH 
Abu Fadil, Magda. When money counts. Middle East. No.194; 
Dec, 90: 12-13. 
American citizens of Arab origin have for a long 
time felt themselves at a disadvantage compared with 
their Jewish compatriates. They have been trying to cope 
electorally amid the confusion of the gulf crisis. 
35. CRISIS, GULF, ECONOMY, EMIGRANTS 
Ganch, Sarah. Two-Way traffic in the wrong lane. Middle 
East. 193; November 1990: 29. 
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The combined effect of the Gulf crisis and the sickly 
state of the domertic economy has left Egypt in an 
amomalous and infortunate position. It relies heavily on 
remittance from emigrants abroad, especially the Gulf. 
36. CRISIS, GULF, MIDDLE EAST, TURKEY 
Hale, William. Turkey the Middle East and the Gulf crisis. 
International Affairs. 68(4); October 1992: 672-692. 
Ever since the collapse of the Otoman Empire, it has 
been a generally accepted judgement that Turkey is in the 
Middle East, but not fully part of it. Culturally and 
politically, Turkey and the other middle eastern 
countries have tended to fallow seperate paths. 
37. CRISIS, GULF, ENVIRONMENT, TURKEY 
Sayari, Sabri. Turkey. The changing European security 
environment and the gulf crisis. Middle East Journal. 
46(1); Wint., 92: 9-21. 
Throughout most of the post world v^ ar II period, 
Turkey's relations with the West and the Middle East were 
based on the realities of cold war politices and Turkey's 
desire to stay out of the regional conflicts of its 
Middle Eastern neighbours. 
38. CRISIS, HOSTAGE, ISRAEL 
Smalonee, Jill, A game of chances. Time. 138(7); 19 Aug., 
1991: 8-12. 
As three captives are freed and pressure grows on 
Israel to make a deal, it can be that the hostage era is 
drawing to a close. Analysts now predict that it may 
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take a series of bilateral deals to resolve the hostage 
crisis over the next several months. And that is surely 
the most promising sign to emerge from the hostage 
madness in a long time. 
39. CRISIS, POLITICAL, RESIGNATION, PRESIDENT, ALGERIAN 
Snow, Charles. Benjedid resigns. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 35(16); 20 January, 92: C1-C5. 
The resignation of Algerian President Chadli Benjedid 
has plunged Algeria into the most serious political crisis 
since independence 30 years ago. It was therefore 
difficult not to believe that the real power behind the 
High Council of State was defence minister and the army. 
40. CURRENCIES, ECONOMY, EGYPTIAN 
Bouverie, Jasper. Egypt's race against time. Middle East. 
No.204; Oct., 91: 47:52. 
Foreij;n tourists contribute hundreds of thousands of 
pounds worth of much needed currency to the Egyptian 
Economy. They pour into the country, with their camras 
and their enthusiasm to see the ancient monuments they 
have heard or read about since childhood. The Egyptian 
authoritit s have relised that unless some action is taken 
soon the goose that laid the golden egg- already long 
neglected is in grave danger. 
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41. DEBATES, TAXES, CARBON 
Moneef, Majid. Climate change and carbon taxes. An oil 
producer's view. Middle East Economic Survey. 35(33); 
18 May, 92: D1-D3. 
On the central inners in the environment debate 
relates to the measures designed to limit greenhouse gas 
emissions from the combusion of fossil fuels. The issue 
of introducing carbon taxes to limit emissions has been 
extensively debated. 
42. DEVELOPMENT, ASSISTANCE, TRADE, COt^UNITY, EUROPEAN 
Mortimer, Jasper. We'll help because we have to. Middle 
East. 190; September 1990: 36-37. 
The European community is in th(2 thraes of a debate 
about development and trade assisiance to non-member 
Mediterranean countries. Self interest dictates that 
Europe should help them if it wishes to stem the tide of 
immigration, but there is considerable controversy on 
both sides about whether the aid package should emphasise 
increased trade or local development. 
43. DEVELOPMENT, WOMEN, ARAB 
Lancaster, Pat. Arab Women meeting the challenges of the 
1990s. Middle East. 190; August, 1990: 5-8. 
As the countries of the Middle Eiast prepare to meet 
the social and economic challenges the next centtury will 
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present, Arab v/omen must be prepared to make a stand if 
they are not to be self behind. For centuries women have 
played an important part in Arab development. 
44. DICISIONS, PRESIDENT, ISRAEL 
Snow, Charles. Israel stays away. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 35(10); 9 December, 91: C1-C3. 
Shamir scored a bull's eye on 4 December by declaring 
that the decision to delay going to Washington is a well 
aimed signal that Israel is acting according to its 
wishes and its decisions. 
45. DIPLOMATIC MOVES, MARATHON, PEACE, ISRAELIS 
Beyer, Lisa. Let the game begin. Time. 138(17); 28 Oct., 
1991: 14-15. 
A peace conference has been convened, but old 
antagenisms and new accusations could turn it into a 
diplomatic marathon- or burst. Baker and Soviet Foreign 
Minister Pankine now have to wonder if the Israelis and 
the Palestinians, who demand separate state of their ov>7n, 
are willing and able to find any real common ground. 
46. DISINTEGRATION, SOVIET UNION 
Hyman, Antheny. The Middle East moves north. Middle East 
190; September 1990: 31-33. 
The disintegration of the Soviet Union now looks a 
district possibility. If the republics of Central Asia 
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and Caucasus break loose, they will for all intent and 
purpose become part of the Middle East. The latest 
developments in the region where chritians and Muslims 
intermingle and ethnic groups are striving to research 
their identity. 
47. DOWER, POLITICAL, PRESIDENT, EGYPT 
Dooley, Brian. Last old aquaintances be forgot. Middle 
East. 190; August 1990: 14. 
With talks breaking down on nearly every sides, 
Egypt's President Mubarak has suddenly emerged as the 
great communicator. His political weight is increasing 
as previously antagonist:ic government become friendly, 
and the superpowers look to him for guidance. 
48. DRASTIC, CHANGE, BUILDINGS, GEZIRA 
Abu-Fadil, Magada. Gezira Club-still the "in" place to be 
Middle East. 190; September 1990: 43-45. 
The buildings show their age, the membership has 
undergone drastic change and rounds of pink gins are a 
thing of the part but th(^^ Gezira sporting Club in Cairo, 
former haunt of king Farr=uk and President Nasser and his 
cronies, is still the "in" place to be. 
49. ECONOMIC GROl^H, MIDDLE Ei^ ST 
Segal, Aaron. Spain and the middle east: A 15-year 
assistant. Middle East Journal. 45(2); Spring, 91: 
250-264. 
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Over the part 15-years, the changes have contributed 
to Spain's national security, to its meanful 1986 entry 
into the European community, and to the increased trade 
and industrial exports that have helped to stimulate its 
rapid and surtained economic growth. 
50. ECONOMIC PRESSURE, PRESIDENT, IRAQ 
Snow, Charles. Political Scene. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(32); 13 May, 91: C1-C4. 
US officials have made it very clear that Washington 
is now counting on economic pressure to topple Iraqi 
President Saddam Husain and that his departure is a 
precondition for the lifting of economic sanctions 
against Iraq. 
51. ECONOMIC, PUBLIC SECTOR, TURKEY 
Park<3r, Mushtak. The slow road to privalisation. Middle 
East, 188; June 1990: 29-30. 
Kncumbered by a huge and inefficient public sector, 
Turkciy has pledged itself to liberalising its economy. 
Yet after seven years very little has been achieved. The 
prestmt government is making yet another effort to rid 
itse!-f of an increasingly costly burden. 
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52. EDUCATIONAL, FACILITIES, SAUDI ARABIA 
Amie, Miriam. Intellectual piracy. Middle East. 188; June 
1990: 30-31. 
Saudi Arabia is the first gulf country to make an 
effect to suppose the sale of illegally copied cassettes 
and boks. Now it is up to the other states of the region 
to follow its example. It is likely to be met with howls 
of outrage on the grounds that the Gulf will be 
effectively deprived of vital educational facilities. 
53. EDUCATION, CONFERENCE, WORLD, JOMTIEN 
Lancester, Pat. Education for all- the Jamtien experience 
Middle East. 187; May 1990: 9. 
Over 1500 delegates from more than 100 countries 
gathered together in Jomtien, Thailand for the world 
conference on Education for all. Four heads of state, 
the Grown Prince of Jordan, national delegations from all 
participating countries, education experts, teams from 
non-government organizations. 
54. EDUCATION, CRISIS, GLOBAL, NATIONS, DEVELOPING 
Lancester, Pat. Development weapon of the 90's. Middle 
East. 187; May 1990: 5-7. 
Education is facing a global crisis. Too after educa-
tion budgets are the first to be slashed in times of 
econimic recession, yet education is the most powerful 
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weapon available to the developing nations of the Third 
world. 
55. ELECTIONS, WIN, LABOR, PARTY, ISRAEL 
Marcus, Jonathan. Israel's general election: relignment 
or upheaval? International Affairs. 68(4); Oct., 1992: 
693-705. 
A clear win for the labor party in general election 
in Israel has opened up not only opportunities for 
decisive government, but also new hope for peace in the 
Middle East- New phase in Israeli politics generated by 
institutional reform, the influx of new voters from the 
former Soviet Union and the recasting of Israel's 
relationship with U.S. after the Gulf War. 
56. ELECTIONS, CONFRONTATION, PRESIDENT, ALGERIAN 
Fibbins, Penny. Algeria's trial of strength. Middle East. 
No.201; July, 1991: 28-32. 
For the moment, the Algerian government ar'd the 
Islamic oposition have achieved a stand-off in their 
confrontation v;hich is welcome to both sides. President 
Chadli Berjedid has promised that future general 
elections, postponed after rids and he himself will stand 
for re-election well before his mandate ends. 
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57. ELECTIONS, MUNICIPAL TURKEY 
Parker, Mushtak. The joke is on the other side. Middle 
East. 189; July 1990: 20. 
Turkey's Prime Minister, Yilderin Akbulut, has been a 
figure of fun for the oposition parties since he took 
over the leadership of the ruling Motherland party from 
Turgut Ozal. The minicipal elections, however, resulted 
in a dramatic comeback for the government and have given 
it a new base of life. 
58. ELECTIONS, NATIONS, GUARANTEES, LOAN, ISPj^ EL 
McAllister, J.F.O. Uncle San closes his wallet. Time. 
139(13); 30 Marcy, 92: 14. 
As Bush dooms loan guarantees, and relations with the 
U.S. worsen, a bomb lends the Buenos Aires embassy. 
Israel's government cannot stoke the economy with 
greenbacks, but it will muddle through adequately with 
donations and commercial loans until the national 
elections. 
59. ELECTIONS, PARLIAI-IENTARY, POLITICAL LANDSCAPE 
Gibbins, Penny. More bark than bite. Middle East. 190; 
September 1990: 16. 
The Islamic Salnation front routed the ruling front 
deliberation Nationale in municipal polls. Parliamentary 
elections have been called by President Chadli Benjedid 
and the fundamentalists must be counted as front runners. 
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The government and the Islamists are reacting to a 
changing political landscape. 
60. ELECTIONS, PARLIAMENTARY, TRANSITION, PEACEFUL ALGERIA 
Smolowe, Jill. The Prelude to Confrontation. Time. 
139(4); 27 Jan., 92: 28-29. 
To turn back a fundamentalist tide, the army derails 
parliamentary elections by a bloodless coup d'etat and 
sets the stage for a volatile standoff. On the day 
Algeria should have been holding the second round of 
parliamentary elections, proving that it fould make a 
smath and peaceful transition from one party rule to a 
pluralist state, the army was putting the finishing 
touches on a bloodless coup d'etat. 
61. ELECTIONS, RULING BODY, ALGERIA 
Snow, Charles. Hes arrests Hachani. Middle Ea:;t Economic 
Survey. 35(17); 27 January, 92: C1-C4. 
It looks very much as if Algeria's new ruling body, 
the High council of state, is determined to put the 
screws on the front Islamique du Salut (EIS), the funda-
mentalist party which was headed for outright victory in 
the now-cancelled second round of elections. 
62. EMBARGO - LIFTING - IRAQ 
Hussein, Ahmad. Iraq Calls for lifting of UN Embargo. 
Middle East Economic Survey. 35(42); 20 July, 92: D1-D3. 
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The security council has issued a number of 
resolution imposing on Iraq a set of obligations from 
which there arises between the council and Iraq a 
specific relationship, presumably governed by the 
provisions of the cherter of the United Nations. 
63. EMERGENCIES, IMPOSITION, ALGERIA 
Snow, Charles. State of emergency in Algeria: FIS banned 
Middle East Economic Survey. 35(20); 17 February, 92: 
C1-C4. 
The imposition of a State of emergency in Algeria and 
the dissolution of the Front Islamique du Salut completes 
what the ruling High Commission of State began when it 
cancelled the second rourd of Parliamentary elections. 
64. ENVIRONMENTAL, IMPACT ECONOMIC, DISASTJHi 
At Sabban, Hohammad. The simpact of environmental 
response meanores by indiistrilized countries on the world 
economy. Middle East Economic Survey. 35(29); 20 April, 
92: D1-D8. 
This is the text of paper delivered by Dr. Mohammad 
al Sabban, Economic advii;Or to the Ministry of Petroleum 
and mineral resourses of Saudi Arabica, at the OPEC 
seminar on the environment held in Vienna on 13-15 April, 
1992. 
65. STHENICS CLEANONG, KUWAIT. 
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6 5 . ETHENICS. CLEANSiENG,KUVJAIT. 
Fisher, Dean. Ed^ i^ng towards democracy. Time. 140(16); 19 
October, 92:35. 
A victory by oppsition Forces may confront the Emir 
with more than he bargained populations should make the 
move toward a more open society relatively painless. Dut 
Kuwait's "ethnic cleansing" - the deportation of nearly 
300 000 Palestineans in the lawless postlibration 
period-is a grin reminder that enlightered government 
cannot be taken for granted. 
66. EQUIPMENTS,MILITARY,BRITISH/IRAQ 
George, Alan. A British military link. Middle East 188; 
June 1990: 17-19. 
In the aftermath of the row surrounding Britain's 
supply of equipment to Iraq with military applications, 
it now Transpires that British defence manufacturers are 
engaged in negotiations with Iran on refurbishing 
aircraft. 
67. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, CASH, COUNTRIES, GULF. 
Mastin, Josh. Fower cash handouts. Middle East. No. 206; 
Dec, 91: 22. 5 
As Gulf countries have become more coutions about 
financial aid, they have also began to shift from 
straight forward cash assistance to programme related 
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aid. It is reported on the findings of a recent IMF 
report. 
68. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE,ECONOMIC, MILITARY, PAKISTAN. 
Jamal Rashid Pakistan and the central command Merip 
Middle East Report 141, Vol. 16,; July-August, 86: 23-34. 
Pakistan has consistently placed among the top five 
recipients of US military and economic aid over the past 
three decades. This request for funds beginning in FY 
1988, v;ould exceed the 3.2 billion the country has 
received from the US over the past five year. 
69. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, FOREIGN,, SECTOR, IRAN. 
Kutschera, Chris. Doing it our way. Middle East. No. 203; 
Sep; 91: 3132. 
Iran could hardly disginse the destruction of the 
huge Abadan refinery during the war with Iraq. Gholamreza 
Aqazadeh, the Iranian oil minster, who is eager to 
attract forer^ in assistance and investment for the 
reconstruction of the oil industry. It is deseribed how 
Iran has tried to put its oil sector back together by its 
ov\;n effects. 
70. FORCES. ALLIED, REFUGEE, KURDISH, IRAQ. 
Groue, Charles. Political seene. Middle East Economic 
Survey 34 (29); 22 April, 91: C1-C2. 
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In a volte face which clearly went against the grain, 
VJaslington has interveved in north Iraq, v;here the plight 
of kurdish refugees continves to wersen. Whatever the 
Arnaricans call it the decision to set up refuguee camps 
protected by allied forces is a clear violation of Iraqui 
sovereighty. 
7 1 . FUNDAflENTALISM, ISLAIIIC, PRESIDENT, TURKEY. 
Pasker, Mushtale. The President has ambitions. Middle 
East No. 194; Dec, 90: 9-10. 
Factional disputes within the ruling party, the 
growth of Islamic fundamentalism and a wave of 
assasinations are all signs that Turkey's political 
fabric is becoming increasingly threadbore. President 
Ozal in determined to talce tharge of the situation by 
raising the constitution and giving himself executive 
powers. 
72 . FUNDATffiNTALIST, ISLAIIIC, ICABUL 
Hyman, Anthony. Apathy and anger. Middle East. 189; July 
1990: 22-23. 
The regime in Kabul is deeply unpopular, barically 
dependent on popular fear of the Islamic fundamentalist 
alternative offered by the guerrilla controlled territory 
are equally disillusioned by their squabbling 
self-appointed leaders. 
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73. GEOPOLITICS, SUPPLY, OIL, GULF 
Al-Muhanna, Ibrahim. The geopolitics of gulf oil and 
security of supply. Middle East Economic Survey. 35(7); 
18 November, 91: D3-D4. 
The interaction between politics, economics and 
geography colored the history of the gulf region long 
before oil ivas discovered there. 
7 4 . GLOBAL, DEVELOPMENT, I4ARKET, GULF 
Parker, Mushtak. We're here to stay. Middle East. 188; 
June 1990: 33. 
Gulf petrochemical producers refuse to be browbeaten 
in their connection that they have a right to a place in 
the global market. The Arabian Industrial Development 
company is part of the Kingdom's plans to involve the 
private sector more in the country's industrialization 
drive. 
75. GLOBAL 500,ENVIRONMENTALISTS 
Land, Thomas. Reading for environmental security. Middle 
East. 183; June 1990: 24-25. 
The urgency of the issue is increasingly appreciated 
throughout the region, but popular consciousness of the 
problems is still small compared with Western Europe and 
North America. The Global 500 honour roll for 1989 
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includes environmentalists from Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, 
Kuwait, Egypt, Cyprus and Israel. 
76. GLOBAL POLITICS, TERRORISM, LIBYAN 
Stork, Joe Mad dogs and President. Merip Middle East 
Report. 140, Vol.16,3; May-June, 86: 6-10. 
Like the electronic confetti spewed out to muddle 
Libyan radar screens, the tourism issue was snov? to diram 
and deflect critics of American military intention. It is 
an integral part of peagan' and Ministration's regimen 
for restoring Washington's command of global politics. 
7 7 . GLOBAL WARMING, CHANGES, CLIt>IATE 
Wells, Alan. Global warming-Ecollgical disaster or media 
hype? Middle East Economic Survey. 35(14); 6 January, 92: 
D1-D4. 
In the following article, Alan Wells takes a highly 
sceptical look at current predictions about climatic 
change due to global warming about by increased emission 
of 00^ and other so-called greenhouse gases. 
78. GOVERNMENT, NEUTRAL, ARAB STATES 
Snow, Charles, Ghazali's neutral governmental. Middle 
East Economic Survey. 34(38); 24 June, 91: C1-C2. 
In Algeria and Jordan the two Arab States vrhich are 
further along the road to democracy the new governments 
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has been formed without the participation of the powerful 
Islamic movements in both countries. 
79. GROUPS,ERITREAN LIBERATION, GOVERNMENT, ARAB 
Dooley, Brian. Who pay the Eritreans? Middle East, 187; 
May 1990: 17. 
After decades of struggle, the Eritrean guerrillas 
now seem on the point of securing control of their 
territory. The Addis Ababa regime's forces have for all 
intent and purpose been routed. Arab governments support 
the Eritrean liberation groups. 
80. GUARANTEES, LOAN, ISRAEL 
Snow, Charles. Israel submits request for loan guarantees 
Middle East Economic Survey. 34(50); 16 Sept., 91: C1-D3. 
Israel's attempt to lobby the US congress into 
agreeing to housing loan guarantees which the 
administration opposes has provoked Berident Bush into 
committing himself to vetoing the measure if it is passed 
and is fast developing into the most brusing 
confrontation betv;een the two countries in recent 
history. 
81. GUARANTEES, LOAN, COLONIZATION, ISRAEL 
Snow, Charles. What about the loan guarantees. Middle 
East Economic Survey. 35(19); 10 Feb., 92: C1~C2. 
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The Americans are in no hurry to guarantee $10 bn in 
housing loans for Israel and are insisting on credible 
and realistic assurances that none of the money raised 
with the help of the guarantees will be used either 
directly or indirectly in the colonization of the 
occupied territories. 
82. GULF CRISIS, MEASURES, MILITARY, PRESIDENT, IRAQ 
Mortiner, Jasper. VJe'd love to see eye to eye. Middle 
East. No 194; Dec, 90: 17-19. 
The Gulf crisis has placed the European Community in 
a guandary, especially about military measures and 
responsibilities. Saddam has focussed European attention 
on the need to coordinate policy and to accelerate 
efforts to organize a concreted aid and trade programme 
to the Middle East as a whole. 
83. HEGEMONY, POLITICAL, CHANGE, FLN 
Gibbins, Penny. An Old man returns to reclaim tie future. 
Middle East. 193; November 1990: 25-26. 
The latest figure to challenge the politica.^ hegemony 
of the FLN on Algeria's continuously changing political 
scene is the country's first president, Ahmad 3en Bella, 
who made a historic, if somewhat subdued, return to 
Algeria at the end of September after nearly ten years in 
exile. 
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84. " HISTORY, SOCIETY, MIDDLE EAST 
Hourani, Albert. How should we write the history of the 
middle east? Commentary. International Journal of Middle 
East Study. 23(3); May, 1991: 125-136. 
The studies of modern history and society are 
flurishing again. Such studies, and in particular those 
of the specifically French science of human geography, 
were encouraged by Robert Montagne, when he was director 
of the Institute Fransis de Damas in the 1930s, and are 
now reuining. 
85. HOSTAGE, LEBANON 
Lancester, Pat. Behind bars and locked doors. Middle 
East. 193; November 1990: 5-7. 
In the eyes of the world, hostage-taking has almost 
become synonymous with the Middle East. After the long 
sony and continuing saga of those incarcated in Labanon. 
Saddam has reinforced the grim image by detaining 
Westerns in Baghdad- this time, by the thousands. 
86* HOSTAGES- WESTERN CONCENTRATION- INTERNATIONAL 
Muir, Jim. Two Down, Nine to go. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(46); 19 August, 91: C1-C3. 
Regional and international attention up to the 
highest levels has been obserbed by the issue of the 
western hostages in Labanon, which looks like it may at 
last be mouing towards a denouncement. 
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87. HUTIAN RIGHTS, TERRITORIES, OCCUPIED 
Martin, Josh. A ghastly record. Midle East. 188; June 
1990: 15.16. 
Arab regimes have been too happy to publisise the 
flagrant abuses of human rights in the occupied 
Territories. They have been rather more discreet about 
vjhat has been going on in their own backyards. An 
organization has now been specially set up to monitor 
violations of internationally acceptable standards in 
Arab countries. 
88. IDEAS, FUNDAMENTAL, ISLAM, EGYPT 
Bari, Zohurul. Shaikh Muhammad 'Abduh and his liberal 
reformism. Journal of West Asian Studies. No.8; 1992: 
73-85. 
The early biographers of Muhammad Abduh describe him 
as "one of the founders of modern Islam", for even though 
he worked in Egypt most of his life, his effort 'i/as to 
reconcile the foundamental ideas of Islam wit:i the 
scientific ideas of the west. 
89. IDEOLOGIES, LEGITIMATING, STATE, OTTOMAN 
Deringil, Selim. Legitimacy structures in the Ottoman 
state: The reign of Abdul Hamid II (1876-1909). 
International Journal Middle East Study. 23(3); Aug., 91: 
345-359. 
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This is attempted to show how there legitimating 
ideologies were reflected in policy during the rule of 
Abdul Hameed II, the ruler who represents the last time 
example of personal rule in the empire. 
90. IMl^IGRATS, GOVERNMENT, LIKUD 
Beyer, Lisa. From Russia, with votes. Time. 139(25); 
22 June, 92: 37. 
Embittered by a stagnant economy and specially by a 
dearth of jobs, the latest wane of immigrants poses a 
thrat to the incumbent Likud government. Well aware of 
the power of the immigrants sv;ing note, both labor and 
Likud have directed intense pitches at the new arrinals. 
As far as the immigrants are concerned, that may not be 
enough. 
•'o'-
91. IMIHGRATION, FINANCE, ISRAEL 
Snow, Charles. US and Israel lock horns over loan 
guarantees. Middle East Economic Survey. 34(49); 9 
September, 91: C1-C3. 
Despite or perhaps because of the October deadline 
for a peace conference, Israel is pressing ahead with its 
request for $ 10 bn in US loan guarantees to be used to 
finance immigration. 
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92, IMMIGRATION, NOBLES, IRANIAN 
Mohammad Afzal Khan. Immigration of Iranian Nobles during 
the reign of Shahjahan. Journal of West Asia Studies. No. 
8, 1992: 51-55. 5 
The most outstanding feature of the Mughal governisg: 
class was its heterogenous character. It was composed of 
diverse ethnic and racial elements, with a high 
proportion of Iranis and Turanis. 
93. IMPACT, WAR, COLD, MUSLIM WORLD 
Hussain, Mushahid. The End of the cold war and its impact 
on the muslim world Link. 34(15); 2 August 1992: 34-36. 
Politics in the muslim world countries to be 
characterised by instability, uncertainty and conflicts 
at various levels In the post cold-v-jar phase, there seems 
to be a censemus among western countries that rising 
Islamic conscousness among muslim peoples should be 
cortained. 
94. INCUBATION, CAPITALISM, IRAQI 
Al-Khafaji, Isam State incubation of Iraqi capitalism. 
Merip Middle East Report. 142, Vol.16,5; September-
October, 86: 4-9. 
A compaign to solicit gold and money donations from 
ordinary citizens to support the Iraqui war effort has 
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97. INDUSTRY, OIL, GULF WAR 
Yamoni, Shaikh Ahmad Zaki. the Oil industry after the 
Gulf war. Middle East Economic Survey. 35(10); 9 
December, 91: D1-D4. 
It is now upto the act industry to play its part in 
ensuring that the new world order called for by Berident 
Bush during the Gulf war does not remain an empty phrase 
as far as the Gulf in concerned. 
98. INDUSTRY, PETROCHEMICAL, PRIVATIZATION, IRAN 
Itayim, Basim. New guidelines for privatization of Iran's 
Petrochemical industry. Middle East Economic Survey. 
35(4); 28 October, 91: D1-D3. 
National Petrochemical Company has concrete plans to 
partially or completely sell to the private sector some 
of the less strategic existing plants. 
99. INFITAH, INVESTMENT, FOREICN, LOCAL, EGYPT 
Bindle, Simon. Repair wort on the infitab. Middle East. 
190; September 1990: 40-41. 
Egypt has been trying to encourage foreign and local 
private investment for more than 15 years since President 
Sadat launched his "open dcor" policy. Progress has been 
erratic, however the infitah is being overhauled. 
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just begin. A furious Saddam Hussain was receiving a 
group of Iraqui contractors to convince them to increase. 
Their donations. He scolded them releventlessly, telling 
them the story of the literally barefoot man who had 
become a millionaire under the revolution. 
95. INDEPENDENCE, DEMISE, AMIR, PERSIAN 
Abbas Amanat. The downfall of Mirza Taqi Khan Amir Kabir 
and the problem of ministerial authority in Oajar Iran. 
International Mournal of middle East Study. 23(4); 
Nov., 91: 577-599. 
The downfall of Amir Kabir-ften seen as an 
opportunity lost to force of domestic conspiracy and 
foregn intermention- thus raises some important quo.stions 
as late as the middle of the 20th century repeatedly 
brought about the devise of ministerial independence in 
favor of an all powerful monarchy. 
96. INDEPENDENCE, STATES, BALTIC, AZERBAIJAN 
Hyman, Anthony- Muslim unrest threatens Soviets Middle 
East. 188; June 1990: 20. 
It is not only the Baltic states and Azerbaijan which 
are asserting their independence from Mescow. Uzbekistan 
declared it was reserving its right to withhold goods 
due to the capital the same reason Lithuania is currently 
facing a blockade. 
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100. INTELLIGENCE, APPARATUS, LIBYA 
Wittmau, George. Wekerbie's legal entanglements. Middle 
East. No.207; Jan, 92: 27-28. 
In December, 91, it was reported that colonel Gaddafi 
had promated his brother in-law, Abdullah senonssi, to 
the top of Libya's intelligence apparatus. This looked 
like a deliberate snub to Western governments which have 
choosen to single art libya- and senonssi in particular-
for responsibility over the destruction of American and 
French passenger air liners in recent years. 
101. INTERACTION, POSITIVE, ARAB WORLD 
Snow, Charles. Iraq backs the wrong horse in Moscow. 
Middle East Economic Survey. 34(47); 26 August, 91: C1-C2 
Reactions in the Arab world to the attempted coup in 
Moscow reflected the fact that as far as the Arabs are 
concerned "positive interaction" between Washington and 
Moscow has been a mixed blessing. 
102. INTERVIEWS, OFFICIALS, ALGERIAN 
* 
Seymour, Jan. MEES interviews with top Algerian officials 
Middle East Economic Survey. 34(48); 2 Sept., 91: D1-D12. 
During a visit to Algeria, Jan Seymour conducted 
lengthy interviews with a number of leading Algerian 
officials, including Prime Minister sid Ahmad Ghezali, 
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Energy Minister Nordine Act-Laoussine. The article 
consists of the question-ansv7er texts of the interview. 
103. INVASION, GULF CRISIS, IRAN 
Daneshku, Seheredazade. Ira 
East. No.194-, Dec, 90: 5-7 
n makes the most of it. Middle 
The first gulf crisis, precipitated by Iraq's 
invasion of Iran made the Islamic Republic something of a 
pariah in the reigion. The second has given it a change 
to reassert itself. President Rajsanjani is determined 
to shrug off the shadow of Khomeini, while the disarray 
in the Arab gulf has bestowed by contrast an image of 
strength and stability. 
104. INVASION, IRAQI, GULF 
Sonvj, Carles. Kuwait says it repelled Iraqi incursion. 
Middle East Economic Sruvey. 34(48); 2 Sept., 91: CI. 
Kuwait's claim that it had repulsed on Iraqui landing 
on Bubiyan highlighted the fact that the question of 
future security arrangements in the Gulf remains 
unresolued more than a year after the Iraqi inuasion. 
105. INVESTIGATION, SUPERGUN PROJECT, IRAQ 
George, Alan. Just Ordinary guns. Middle East. 190; 
Auoust 1990: 17-18. 
"o^ 
Hard on the heels of growing revelations about Iraq's 
"supergun" project comes a new investigation into west 
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German companies which havebecome involved in a steel 
project apparently designed to produce normal artillery. 
106. ISLAMIC FUNDAI4ENTALISTS, ALGERIA 
Gibbins, Penny. Arevolution question. Middle East. 189; 
July 1990: 13-15, 
Even the Islamic fundamentalists were surprised. The 
local elections in Algeria the first open to opposition 
parties provided an inescapable rebuff to the FIN which 
has run the country since independence. 
107. JEWS, ULTRA-ORTHODOX 
Beyer, Lisa. Expecting the Messiah. Time. 139(11); 16 
March, 92: 19. 
An ultra orthodox rect says the Redeemer is due to 
arrive any day now- and he might be an American. That 
mythological ga:ekeeper would be scanning the want ads 
today, according to group of ultra orthodox jews. 
108. INVESTI4ENT, FOREIGN, ECONOMIC, ALGERIA 
Hermida, Alped. Hauds-on management. Middle East. No.205; 
December, 1991: 35. 
s 
Algeria is opening its doors to foreign investment 
and economic liberalization. Not everyone is an eager and 
determined on radical reforms as the Prime Minister, Sid 
Ahmad Ghozali, who personally took control of managing 
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the economy in October. 
109. LABOR, DIVISION, EGYPT, RURAL 
Toth, James. Pride, Purdah, or pay chechs: what maintains 
the gender division of labor in rural Egypt? 
International Journal of Middle East Study. 23(2); May, 
91: 213-236. 
The household is the locus of the (rural) sexual 
division of labor, so that certain jobs are defined as 
'male' or 'female'. Thus if the household does not have 
enough adult males to do its 'male' tasks, it has a 
shortage of labor; if it has more, it has a surplus. 
110. LIBERATION, KUWAIT, ARAB WORLD 
Fouad, Marwan. Cairo thinks again. Middle East. No 201; 
July, 91: 23-24. 
Egypt is very upset at the poor treatment is thinks 
it has received from the Gulf countries. From Cairo, 
fouad Says that there is a distinct feeling that after 
its commitment to the laberation of Kuwait the country 
should look to its wider role in the Arab World. 
111. MANAGEMENT, CONFLICT, WESTERN SAHARA 
Maddy- VJeitzman, Bruce. Conflict and conflict management 
in the Western Sahara: Is the endgame near? Middle East 
Journal. 45(4); Aug., 91: 594-607. 
A rependum sponsored by the United Nations is 
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scheduled to determine the future of the Western Sahara 
the last remaining former colony on the African continent 
whose political status has not been internationally 
legitimated. 
112. MARKETS, OIL, COTOTRIES, DEVELOPING 
McDonal, Paul. Oil market in the developing countries. 
Time Review.- No. 15; Winter, 92: 5-15. 
For the oil industry, this almost stagnant growth in 
its largest markets has proued to be a major problem, 
though one that tends to be neglected in famour of more 
news worthy events such as the rise and partial decline 
of the organization of the Petrolem Exporting countries 
and the more or less parallel rise and fall in world oil 
prices. 
113. MARKET, OIL, STABILITY, TRANSPARENCY, PARIS 
Seymour, Jan. Producer-comsumer dialogue off to a low key 
start. Middle East Economic Survey. 34(40); 8 July 91: 
A1-A7. 
The discussions in Paris focussed mainly on oil 
market stability and transparency. The planning and 
agenda of the meeting were much influenced, and greatly 
reduced in scppe, by us reluctance to emerge in 
multilateral discusS'^ns wit~h ORE'€^,embers. 
\ 
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1 1 4 . MAPvKET, O I L , SUPPLY, DEMAND 
Al-Fathi, S.A. The Outlook for the oil market. Time 
Review. No. 15, VJinter, 92: 17-31. 
The stability of the market and the future of oil 
supply and demand may depend on decision currently in the 
making. The environment and climate change debate may 
have started only a few years ago but it is already 
obvious that, depending on its outcome, it is likely to 
influence development in the energy and oil market for a 
long time to come. 
115. t-IARKET- WORLD GASS - MIDDLE EAST 
Khadduri, Walid. Qatar Plans majorentry into world gas 
market. Middle East Economic Sruvey. 35(40); 6 July, 92: 
A1-A6. 
Editor (It) reports on oil end gas developments in 
Qatar following a visit to that country where he 
interviewed senior government and oil officials. 
115. MEMBERSHIP, CYPRUS, EUROPE 
Derrick, Janathan. Stretching a print. Middle East. 190; 
September, 1990: 38-39. 
The Greek Cypriot government in Nicosia thinks that 
Cyprus is the past of Europe, and has applied for member-
ship of the European community. The Turkish Cypriots 
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protest that they should have a say before any decision 
is reached. 
117. MEMORY, DISTANT, OPEC 
Akhdar, Farouk M. The Role of OPEC in a changing oil 
market. Middle East Economic Survey. 35(8); 25 November, 
91: D1-D4. 
The very reason for the creation of OPEC appears to 
have become a distant memory in the minds of some OPEC 
members. 
1 1 8 . MESSIANISM, JEVJISH, MUSLIM, YEMEN 
Klorman, Bat. Zion Eraqi. Jewish and muslim messianism in 
Yemen. International Journal of Middle East Study. 22(2); 
May 90: 201--228. 
Conversely this is the subject of the article-Jewish 
society, atleast on the popular level, was receptive to 
Muslim appocalyptic ideas and beliefs and integrated them 
into Jewish apocalyptic anticipations. 
119. MIDDLE EAST PEACE, INITIATIVES, INTIFADA, REVIVED, MIDDLE 
EAST 
Gibbins, Penny. Bring out the Klashnikous. Middle East. 
193; November 1990: 24. 
The callapse of the PLC's peace initiative, the 
ebbing of the intifade and Saddam's injection of revined 
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bellicosity into Middle East politics in pusting the PLO 
back towards its traditional espousal of an armed 
struggle to liberate Palestine. 
120. MOVEMENT, KURDISH, UNCOMPROMISING, IRAN 
Bruinessen, Martin Van. The Kurds between Iran and Iraq. 
Merip Middle East Report. 141, Vol.19,4; July-August, 86: 
14-27. 
Control of territory and polulation became even more 
crucial on both sides than it had been before the war. In 
Iraq, severe repression alteemated v;ith attempts to 
co-opt parts of the kurdish movement, the Iranian regime 
has been together more uncompromising. 
121. MOVEMENT, NEW JEWEL, GRENADA 
Halliday, Fred. Carastrophe in srath famen. Marip Middle 
East Report. 139, Vol. 16, 2; March April, 86: 37-39. 
Parallels can be dravm betv;een the Smth femeni trauma 
and the equally tragic collapse of unity within the Nev; 
Jewel Movement in Grenada, although the regional 
conjunctures were different and the geopolitical context 
of the femeni Pepublic precluded a Reaganite outcome. 
122. MOVEMENT, STRUGGLE, PALESTINE 
Sayigh, Yezid. Reconstructing the paradox: The Arab 
nationalist movement, armed struggle, and Palestine, 
1951-1966. Middle East Journal. 45 (4), Aug.,91: 608-629. 
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This artical seeks to explain why the Arab 
Nationalist Movement failed to emerge as the leading 
force within the Palestinian arma, in the period before 
June 1967, by historically reconstructing the interaction 
betvizeen the movement's military activity, organizational 
structure, and policy on the armed struggle for 
Palestine. 
124. NARCOTICS, SCANDAL, FLORIDA, ABU DHABI 
Parker, Mushtak. Better to be managed at home. Middle 
East. 190; August 1990: 47. 
Easter the year 1990, aimd a narcoties cash 
laundering scandal in Florida, Abu Dhabi brought out the 
minority stake of the Mahfouz family of Saudi Arabia in 
the Bank of Credit and Commerce International. The 
troubled banking group is nov? being resurrected in the 
UAE. 
125. NATIONALISM, IDEOLOGY, ARAB 
Abukhalil, As'ad. A new Arab ideology. The rejuvention of 
Arab nationalism. Middle East Journal. 40(1); Wint., 92: 
22-36. 
The prognosis in the article regarding the 
crystallization of a new Arab ideology is likely that the 
depth of Arab anger and frustration will express itself 
forcefully and possible violently. 
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126. NEGOTIATIONS, AFGHAN, ROLE, PAKISTAN 
Weinbaum, Marvin G. VJar and peace in Afghanistan: The 
Pakistan role. Middle East Journal. 35(1); VJinter, 91: 
71-86. 
Without Pakistan there could have been no effective 
Afghan resistance movement and little prospect for its 
mean against the Soviets. In negotiations leading to the 
withdrawl of Soviet military forces, Pakistan assumed a 
pinatal role. 
127. NEGOTIATIONS, AUTONOMY, GOVERNMENT, ALGERIA 
Snow, Charles 5 Continued violence produces splitin FIS. 
Middle East Economic Sruvey. 34(39); 1 July 1991: C1-C3. 
The trnce between Algeria's government and the 
militants of the Front Islamique du Slut has turned out 
to be short lined. Kurdish leader in Iraq have again 
given widely varying accounts of the progress of 
negotiations on autonomy. 
128. NEGOTIATIONS, BILATERAL, ISRAELIS 
Snow, Charles. Washington: No progress, No Breakdown. 
Middle East Economic Survey. 35(12/13); 23-30 December, 
91: C1-C3. 
The Arabs and Israelis managed a further three days 
of talks in Washington before the Israelis decided to 
call a halt to the second round of bilateral negotiations 
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evidently in belief that the talks had gone as far as 
were going on. 
1 2 9 . NEGOTIATIONS, HOSTAGES, WESTERN, DEt4ANDING 
Smalowe, Jill. Let's do a deal. Time. 138(8); 26 Aug., 
1991: 8-9. 
Everyone seems to be demanding something for the 
VJestern hostages. But no solution satisfy all sides. 
VJith so many competing claims, it is impossible to 
predict when the dealmaking will conclude. As diplomats 
know, when negotiations are truely moving forv;ard, the 
dealmakers usualy have less and less to say. 
130. NEGOTIATIONS, MOPvROCCO 
Gibbins, Penny. The belt's still tightening Middle East. 
187; May 1990: 25-28. 
The debt negotiations have also throv\?n a little 
sunlight into a gloomy picture. Morecco is going through 
tongh times now; but for once, the standard predictions 
of jain tomorrow may come true. 
131. NEGOTIATIONS, PARTICIPATION, PRIME MINISTER, ISRAEL 
Snow, Charles. Shamir takes hard line. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 35(2); 14 October, 91: C1-C3. 
Having attempted to move the goalposts as the game 
was about to begin, the Israeli Prime Minister went on to 
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try to impose a series of conditions for Israeli 
participation in the negotiations which appeared to 
concede little. 
132. NEGOTIATIONS, PEACE, INTIFADA, PALESTINIAN 
Nadwi, M.R.K. The Islamic sides of Palestinian uprising. 
Journal of West Asian Studies. No.8; 1992: 27-32. 
The reality at the moment, however, is that the 
uprising has receded after the American victory in the 
Gulf, And in view of the ongoing peace negotiations the 
underground leadership of the Intifada seems to have 
adopted a wait and watch policy. 
133. NEGOTIATIONS, PEACE, SYRIA 
Muir, Jim, Squaring uj) for second round. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 35(7); 18 November, 91: C1-C4. 
Syria however, continues to resist the idea of 
multilateral talks befcre progress is made in the actual 
peace negotiations. A series of visits to Damascus to 
Senior PLC leasers a^pearently forehadows a greater 
degree of Palestinian Syrian coordination than was 
apparent in Madrid. 
134. NEGOTIATIONS, REPUTATION, PRESIDENT, SYRIAN 
Snow, Charles. Hard bargaining in Damascus. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 35(3); 21 October, 91: C1-C3. 
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James Baker got down to business in Damascus on 15 
October. This negotiations with Syrian President Hafiz 
Al-Asad were to all appearences long and arduous Syrian 
President has a repulation for being a wily and tenacious 
negotiator. 
135. NEGOTIATIONS, RESOURCES, WATER, ISRAEL 
Trendle, Giles. Whose water is it? Middle East.No.207; 
Jan., 92: 18-91. 
Overshadowed by the intractable issues of Palestinian 
rights. Middle East peace negotiations have paid scant 
attention to Israel's looting of Lebanon's water 
resources. Yet access to water has been a key proble ever 
since Israel was founded in 1948. It is reported from 
Beirut on how the Lebanese fell themselves threatened by 
their predatory southern geighbour. 
136. NEGOTIATIONS,VINDICATION, CONFERENCE, MADRID 
Cauch, Sarah. Atleast it's a start; Peace Conference. 
Middle East, no.206; Dec, 91: 11-12. 
Nobody could home expected anything better. The 
Madrid conference on Arab-Israeli peace wound up early 
last month after a lot of ceremony, gratnitous public 
rudeness and nowhere else to go. Most pleased, however, 
were the Egyptians vv'ho came away with a sense of 
indication that negotiation rather than rejection was the 
only path to pursue. 
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137. NUCLEAR, CAPABILITY, PRESIDENT, IRAQ 
Lacayo, Richard. Atom bomb? What Atom Bomb? Time. 139(5); 
3 February, 92: 20-21. 
Saddam tries to blockade the world from getting a 
full view of his nuclear capability. And each new glimpse 
is more unnerving. In the 11 month since Iraq was 
defeated in the Persian Gulf War, Saddam Husain has 
played an adroit game of hide-and-seek with the world. 
138. NUCLEAR'TRAGETS, SECRETS, PRESIDENT, ISRAEL 
Church, George J. Did Shamir give away secrets? Time. 
138(17); 28 Oct, 91: 16-17. 
Yes, says a new book by an investigative journalist, 
Seymour Hersh, and they were America's top secrets. 
Nuclear targets. Actually, according to the book, Nixon 
and U.S. secretary of State Hemry Kissinger approved of 
Israel's weapons program, even though they were subjected 
to what Hersh calls 'nuclear blackmail'. 
139. OILS, CRUDES, OPEC, ALGERIAN 
Seymour, Jan. Algeria's Act- Laoussive proposes new 
princing mechanism for OPEC Crude. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(50); 16 September, 91: A1-A21. 
Algerian Energy Minister Nordine Ait-Laoussive has 
proposed a new mechanism for the princing of OPEC crudes, 
a key element of which would comprise the creation of an 
OPEC trading house with a view to holding prices within a 
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target range. 
140. OPINIONS, EDUCATION, MINISTER 
Beyer, Lisa. "Shulamit has a big month". Time. 140(12); 
21 Sept., 92: 31. 
The nevj education minister expresses her opinions 
loudly and manages to offend just about everyone, 
including her boss, the Prime Minister. Prinately, 
Shulamit Aloni concedes that she needs to tame her tongue 
But the experts are betting she won't manage it. 
1 4 1 . OPPORTUNITIES, ENTICING, SAUDI APvABIA 
Everett. Brian. The joint venture rational. Middle East. 
189; July 1990: 37. 
Soudi Arabia offers enticing opportunities for 
overseas investors, provided they research the possibili-
ties thoroughly and are prepared to be patient. Saudi 
Arabia is a rich, development at local level. 
142. ORGANIZATION, ISLAMIC COUNTRIES, HOSTAGES 
Mortimer, Jasper. A house divided. Middle East. 187; May, 
1990: 23. 
The release in Beirut of Robert Polhill, an American 
university professor, has fuelled rumours that more 
western hostage will be set free during the year. 
President Assad appears to have been instrumental in 
securing Polhill's liberalisation. 
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143. OUTBREAK, WAR, IRAN-IRAQ 
Ishtiyaque Danish. Redefining Euro-American interest in 
West Asia. Journal of West Asia Studies. No.8; 1992:33-41 
The outbreak of Iran-Iraq war, however, gave the 
beleagwred U.S. leadership the much needed "breathing 
time" which they readily and quickly capitalized upon to 
rebuild their shattered VJast Asia policy. 
144. PARTICIPATION, MEN, WOMEN, SOCIETIES, THIRD WORLD 
Hale, Sondra. Sudanese Women and revolutionary parties: 
The VJing of the patriarch. Merip Middle East Report. 
138, Vol.16,1; Jan-Feb. 86: 25-30. 
It is a rich challenge for western feminists who some 
times turn romantically to the experiences of third world 
parties and movements, frequently hoping to see in those 
liberation movements the integration and full 
participation of men and women in the creation of new 
societies. 
145. PARTICIPATION, WOMEN, MOVEMENT, NATIONAL, PALESTINIAN 
Petret, Julie. Women and the Palestinian movement: No 
going back? Merip Middle East Report. 138, V0II6.I; 
Jan-Feb. 86: 20-24. 
Nevertheless women's participation in the Palestinian 
national movement has been human in form, content, and 
meaning some women incorporated political activities into 
domestic life with little challenge to traditional 
definitions of female propriety and domains. 
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146. PEACE - CONFERENCE - STATES - ARAB 
Muir, Jim. Baker's achievements. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34 (45); 12 August, 91: C1-C2. 
For the first time in history, all the Arab states 
neighbouring Isreal were lined up and ready for peace 
talks on an agreed basis. Isreal too had agreed to the 
confrence, albeit grudgingly and with conditions which 
are proving hard to accomodate. 
147. PATHOLOGY, FRAGMENTATION, DESTRUCTION, LEBANON 
Norton, Augustus Richard. Lebnon after ta'if: Is the 
civil war over? Middle East Journal. 45 (3); Sum.91: 
457-474. 
Lebnon has become term for a pathology of 
fragmentation and destruction. If political developments-
hope, ample scope and despair remains. 
148. PEACE, PARADOX, LIFE, FIGHTER 
Johnson, Marguerite. Fighter, first and last; Manachem 
Begin: 1913-1992. Time. 139(12); 23 March, 92: 21. 
The life of everyman who fights in a just cause is a 
paradox. He makes war so that there should be peace. He 
sheds blood so that there should be no more bloodshed. 
149. PESTS, AGRICULTURAL, SCREVJWORM FLY, AFRICA 
Land, Thomas, The fly which eats flesh. Middle East. 190; 
September 1990: 21-22. 
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livestock wildlife and ever humans in Africa and the 
Middle East are threatened by an infestation of one of 
the world's worst agricultural pasts, the screwworm fly, 
accidently introduced to North Arrica from the Americas. 
150. PLANTITUDES, DIPLOMATIC, MADRID 
Snow, Charles. Madrid: U.S. plays it muted. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 35(5); 4 November, 91: C1-C5. 
Linguistically the three day peace foncerence in 
Madrid described a descending curke from the diplomatic 
plantitudes of the opening day to the vituaperative 
exchange of recriminations between Israel and Syria on 
the last. 
151. POLICIES, DELIBERATE, ISLAMIC PEPUBIC, IRAN 
Semple, Alison. When the baby noom explodes. Middle East. 
188; June, 1990: 27-28. 
Iran is facing a double-edged problem. Its population 
is expanding at a marine rate-partly because of the 
Islamic Republic's deliberate policies over the part 
decade yet the country is in dire need of skilled and 
educated personnel. 
152. POLICY, DICTATOR, PRESIDENT, IRAQ 
McAllister, J.E.G. the lessons of Iraq. Time. 140(18); 2 
Nov., 92: 23-24. 
Though Bush never invited Saddam to take a chunk of 
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Kuwait, he miscalcykated by misreading the dictator's 
goals and by trying to be nice to a bully. Bush's Iraq 
policy is not a perfect model for future action, but 
neither is it a perfect example of what to avoid. 
153. POLICY, LIBERALISATION, TURKISH 
Parker, Mushtak. The figures look a bit too good. Middle 
East. 189; July 1990: 33-34. 
On paper, the Turkish economy has made a remarkable 
secondry. But businessman are concerned at the 
after-effects of the government's liberalisation policy 
and its apparent lack of commitment to contain inflation. 
154. POLICY, PRESIDENT, IRAN 
Abidi, A.H.H. Imam Khomeini's policy of "Neither East nor 
West" and its relevance today. Journal of West Asian 
Studies. No.8; 1992: 1-14. 
The subject under discussion has three themes each of 
one of which has its own importance and history. It will 
be analysed in the context of Iran in general and its 
post-revolutionary phase in particular. 
155. POLITICAL ARENA, PARTICIPATION, WOMEN, EGYPT 
Tueker, Judith. Women and State in 19th Century Egypt: 
Insurrectionary women. Merip Middle East Report. No.138, 
Vol.16, 1; Jan-Feb., 1986: 9-13. 
The study of women and politics has usually focussed 
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on the participation of women in the formal political 
arena that is , in politics as practised by political 
parties, by people holding political office or, at most, 
by political opposition movements. 
156. POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT, MODERNIZATION, YAMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 
Burrowes, Robert D. Prelude to unification: The Yemen 
Arab Republic, 1962-1990. International Journal of Middle 
East Study. 23(4); Nov., 91: 483-506. 
This traces and assesses political development and 
socio-economic modernization in the YAR over this more 
than 25 year period, and hazards some guesses on the 
implications of there changes for current efforts to 
implement Yemini unification. 
157. POLITICAL, IMPACT, MIDDLE EAST 
Parra, Alirio A. Oil after the Crisis: Prospects for 
producer/consumer relations. Middle East Economic Sruvey 
24(30); 29 April, 91: D1-D3. 
The inpact of the crisis that has ove^rtaken the 
Middle East is proving more profound and Vizidespread than 
any other event in the area during the past 70 years. It 
has already begion politically. 
158. POLITICAL NEGOTIATIONS, LEBANESE 
Harrison, Drew. At least they're talking. Middle East. 
189; July 1990: 18-19. 
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In Lebanese terms, the past few months have been 
relatively non-voilent. The worlords have taken time off 
from shooting at one another in order to relax with 
another interminable game of political negotiations. 
159. POLITICAL, STABILITY, INVESTMENT, FOREIGN, LEBANON 
Parker, Mustak. At the crossroads. Middle East. No.207; 
Jan., 92: 37. 
Slowly and uncertainly, Labanon is embarking on the 
massive job of reconstruction. This will need a huge 
injection of foreign investment. While VJestern govern-
ments are prepared in principle to contribute. The winter 
says that they want further assurance of continuing 
political stability. 
150. POLITICAL UNIFICATION, UAE 
George, Alan and VJatkins, Eric. This time it's really 
happening. Middle East. 189; July 1990: 5-6. 
There are few countries in the Arab work which have 
not at one time or another announced political unifica-
tion with a neighbouring or even distant state. Aside 
from the sheikhdoms of the UAE, it has never worked. But 
the unity between North and South Yemen- is now actually 
taking place and there seems an excellent chance that the 
union will prove durable. 
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161. POLITICS, MUSTIPARTY, ALGERIA 
Mortiner, Robert. Islam and multiparty politics in 
Algeria. Middle East Journal. 45(4); Aug., 91: 575-593. 
From Algeria's independence in 1962 until the mid 
1980's a sturdy triple allaince of army, state and a 
single party controlled Algerian politics. The introduc-
tion of multiparty politics in Algeria, instituted during 
the rive of an Islamic social movement, has proved a 
potent brev7. 
162. POWER, SOCIAL, POLITICAL, IRAQ 
Batatu, Uanna. State and capitalism in Iraq; A comment. 
Merip [liddle East Report. 142, Vol.16,5: September-
October, 86: 10-12. 
From the vantage point of 1985, it appears clear that 
the pattern of spending of state revenues, particularly 
from the middle 1970's onward, has led to the strengthen-
ing of capitalism in Iraq. But one can infer from this 
that the social power or political weight of Iraq's 
capitalists has commenmrately increased. 
163. PRICES, CRUDE, CONTROL, OPEC 
Seymour, Jan. OPEC in the 1990's. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(35); 3 June, 91: D6-D9. 
In the early 1970's it was able for nearly a decade 
to exercise virtual control over crude prices. That is to 
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say that the official prise set by OPEC for its marker 
crude (Arabian light) was accepted, without contestation 
by botli the oil companies and the consuming countries as 
the world yardstick. 
164. PRICES, OIL, BUSINESSMAN, GULF 
Paul, James. The New Baurgeoisie of the gulf. Merip 
Middle East Report. 142, Vol. 16,5', September-October, 86: 
10-22. 
More than anyone else, Kashoggi embodies the myths of 
the gulf businessman in the era since the big oil price 
hikes: confident of princes, booker of deals, jet-setter, 
rich beyond the dreams of avarice. 
165. PRICES, OIL, CHANGE 
Mlotok, Paul D. $19/B oil not an aberation- It's a return 
to the noma. Middle East Econimic Survey. 34(25); 25 
March, 92: D1-D6. 
This is the lext of a recent paper by Paul D. Mlotok, 
Principal and oil industry analyst with Morgan Slanby, 
New York Oil prices have recently declined to $18-19/B, 
well below the average for recent years in real terms. 
166. PRICES, OIL, INFLUENCING, GULF WAR 
Al-Chalabi, Fadhil J. The Gulf war and the emerging world 
oil situation. Middle East Economic Survey. 34(33); 20 
May, 91: D1-D6. 
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The emerging preeminent position of the Gulf/Saudi 
Arabia in the world all supply has overtaken the role 
OPEC in balancing supply and demand, and hence 
influencing oil prices. 
167. PRICES,PIECEMEAL, FUND, MONEPvARY 
Gauch, Sarah. Uncommonly Calm. Middle East. 189; July 
1990: 29-30. 
As Egypt introduces piecemeal price reforms designed 
to placate the International Monetary Fund, the popula-
tion seems to be sv;allov;ing the medicine obediently. As 
the haggling continues, life for Egyptians gets harder 
and harder. 
168. PRICES, STABILITY - INTEGRITY 
Krapels, Edward. 1^ . Meo-Intergration: Stabilizing or 
Disruptive? Middl'S East Economic Sruvey. 34(45); 12 
August, 91: D1-D3. 
The analysis presented here suggests this is a highly 
optimistic prognosis. How effectively vertical integra-
tion promates price stability v;ill depend, in the end, on 
how extensive it is. 
169. PRODUCTION- OIL- EXPANSION- IRAN 
Seymour, Jan. Iran's capacity expansion plans. Middle 
East Economic Survey. 35(49); 7 Sept., 92: D1-D7. 
It is detailed look at Iran's ambitions plans for the 
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expansion of its oil production capacity. Iran's capacity 
expansion claims have given rise to a good deal of 
seepticism in oil circles. 
170. PRODUCTION, OIL OBJECTIVE, IRAN 
Seymour, Jan. Iran's oil capacity expansion plans. Middle 
East Economic Survey. 34(37); 17 June, 91: A1-A3. 
The main objective of all this effort, of course, not 
so much to add new production capacity as to restore 
capacity which once existed. But was undermined by lack 
of investment and maintemance during the eight year 
Iran-Iraq war. 
171. PR0GRAI1, CAPABILITIES, NUCLEAR, IRAQ 
Snow, Charles. Iraq discloses; uranium enrichment. Middle 
East Economic Survey. 34(41); 15 July, 91: C1-C2. 
Having with caught with their hand in the nuclear 
cookie jar, the Iraqis have now promised to be have and 
have divulged additional details of their nuclear 
capabilities, but not enough to satisfy the Americans. 
172. PROGRAM, DEMOCRATIZATION, PRESIDENT, ALGERIA 
Snow, Charles. Political Scene. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(36); 10 June 1991 C1-C3. 
Algerian President Chadli Banjedid has been forced to 
put his democratization program on holy by the violent 
tacties of the religiously-oriented front Islamique du 
Salut. 
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173. PROCESS, DEMOCRATIC, ALGERIA 
Snov7, Charles. Algeria takes leap into unknown. Middle 
East Economic Survey. 35(14); 6, Jan., 92: C1-C4. 
It is no small irony that it now appears virtually 
certain that the Arab world's first experiment with open 
ended democracy will bring to power a party which is at 
best lukewarm about the democratic process. 
174. PROCESS, PEACE, CHAIRMAN, PLO 
Snow, Charles. PNC welcomes peace process. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 35(1); 7 October, 91: C1-C3. 
PLO Chairman Yaasser Arafat has managed to going PNC 
(Palestine National Couicil) breaking for the current 
peace process while maintaining PLO unity, which is so 
small achievement in view of the crossroads at which the 
Palestinians now stand. 
175. PROCESS, REVOLUTIONARY, VARIABLES, SOCIAL, IRAN 
Karimi-Hakkakj Ahmad. Rsvolutionary posturing: Iranian 
writers and the Iranian levolution of 1979. International 
Journal of Middle East Study. 23(4); Nov.,91: 507-531. 
This article explores the literary ground adjacent to 
the Iranian Revolution of 1979 inreach of clues to the 
formation and later transformations of so simple and 
absolute a conception of the revolutionary process within 
the complex of social variables that determines the 
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emergence and evolution of a community of literary 
meaning. 
176. PRODUCTIVITY, CIVILIZATION, MIDDLE EAST 
Issawi, Charles. Technology, Energy, and civilization: 
Some historical observations. International Journal of 
Midle east Study. 23(3); Aug., 91: 281-289. 
The end of the 1st millennium A.D., there is every 
reason to believe that the productivity of Middle Eastern 
(the term is used here to cover Egypt, Iraq, geographical 
Syria, and Turkey) agriculture was at least as great as 
that of Europe, and that the amount of energy available 
to it was at least as large. 
177. PROPOSALS, AI4ERICAN, PALESTINIAN NATIONAL COUNCIL 
Snow, Charles. PNC meets in Algers. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(52); 30 Sept., 91: C1-C4. 
The odds are, therefore, that the Palestine National 
Council is georing up to accept the American proposals, 
perhaps conditionally and it looks as if when the meeting 
ends, the Palestinians will have at least one foot on the 
only train that is leaving the station. 
178. PROPOSALS, COMPROMISE, LEADERS, ALGERIANS 
Snow, Charles. Army arrests FIS leaders. Middle East 
Econimic Survey. 34(40); 8 July 91: C1-C3. 
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The Algerians have arrested the top leaders of the 
religiously oriented FIS and say they will be tried for 
conspiracy against the state. George Bush, US President, 
frustrated at the apparent standstill in Middle East 
peace negotiations, has threatened to make public the US 
compromise proposals. 
179 . REFGRIIS, DEVELOPMENTAL, CONFERENCE, ISLAf4IC 
Parker, Mushtak. A Waste of time? Middle East. 187; ilay 
1990: 18. 
The organization of the Islamic Conference celebrates 
its 20th anniverssary and critics suggest that it has 
little to show for its efforts. The failure to boost 
significantly intra- Islamic trade, to institute economic 
and developmental reforms and to eliminate long term 
poverty in many member countries. 
180. REFORMS, ECONOMIC, BUREAUCRATIC, EGYPT 
Gauch, Sarah. Reform with reluctance. Middle East. No 
203; Sept., 91: 27. 
Egypt appears at last to have started taking economic 
reform seriously atleast in pronciple. Now comes the hard 
part. It is wrinten from Cairo, that these years of 
stagnant bureaucratic control over the economy will be 
especially difficult to overcome. 
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181. REFUGEES, AFGAN 
Hyman, Anthony. Not in fashion. Middle East. 187; May 
1990: 19. 
In the dying years of the cold war, the Afghan 
mujahedin were heroes in the west. the plight of the 
refugees was an issue of castant concern. But the Soviet 
military withdrawl from Afghanistan, the guerrillas 
failure to take power and huge changes in the Eastern 
block have undermined foreign interest in the fate of 
Afghan refugees. 
182. REFUGEES,PALESTINIAN 
Lahoud, Lamia. Children of the intifada. Middle East. 
190; August 1990: 51-52. 
While Palestinian youngesters in Gaza and on the west 
Bank confront the Israeli Army with stones, slings and 
sometimes rocks and molatov cocktails, those in the 
refugee camps of Bairut play out their own version of the 
intifada. 
183. RELATIONS, CLOSER, SOCIETY, EGYPT 
Springborg, Robert. State-society relations in Egypt: The 
debate over owner-tenant relations. Middle East Journal. 
45(2); Spring, 91: 232-249. 
Liberalization in Egypt and elsev;here in the Arab 
world has often been interpreted as a process whereby the 
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previously separate spheres of state and society 
gradually evolve into a closer integration of the tvjo. 
184. RELATIONS, DIPLOt'IATIC, BUSINESS, BELGIAN 
George, Alan. A bit of Belgian business. Middle East. 
193; November, 1990: 35-36. 
It is even possible that the Belgian authorities will 
have notified Washington about the Libyan planes as a 
matter of courtesy-especially since it is the Belgian 
embassy in Tripoli which in the absence of diplomatic 
relations between U.S. and Libya, looks after US interest 
there. 
185. RELATIONS, DIPLOMATIC, ISRAEL 
Tateyama, Ryoji. Japan's Response to the Palestinian 
problem Jime Review. No.L5, Winter, 92: 33-44. 
The reopening of Japanese diplomatic activities after 
world war II became possible in April 1952. The following 
May, Japan recognized Israel and established diplomatic 
relations. The establi;;hment of relations with Israel 
was one step ahead oJ: the reopening of diplomatic 
relations with the major Middle Eastern states such as 
Egypt, which had been 'severed during the Second World 
War. 
186. RELATIONS, IDEOLOGICAL, SAUDI ARABIA 
Parker, Mushtak. Let's talk money instead. Middle East. 
193; November, 1990: 32-33. 
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Relations between Saudi Arabia and the Soviet Union 
were prozen in 1938. But in September the kingdom finally 
overcame its ideological resernations and formally 
renewed ties with Moscow. There is considerable 
enthusiasm for business ties on both sides, 
187. REMEDIES, ORTHODOX 
Dooley, Brian. Algerian dest caught over a barrel. Middle 
East. 190; August 1990: 4-6. 
In a search for alternatives to wholesale debt 
rescheduling, Algerian economists have been suggesting 
radical alternatives to the orthodox remedies. A central 
bank document just published outlines possible scenarios. 
It looks at the size of the problem faced and government 
attempts to restructure its debt maturity profile. 
188. REPORT, SITUATION, I4ARKET, VIENNA 
Seymour, Jan. OPEC maintains status quo on prciduction. 
Middle East Economic Survey. 35(30); 27 April, 92: 1-5. 
It is the report on 24th April OPEC Ministerial 
meeting in Vinna. It is confined itself to a general 
review of the market situation-punctuated by some sharp 
exchanges, mainly between Saudi Arabia and Iran-without 
taking any new decision on second quarter production 
levels. 
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189. REPORT, SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, IRAN 
Fevilherade, Peter. The Cost of the war before last. 
Middle East. No.204; Oct., 34-35. 
The United Nations has finally produced a report on 
the social and economic price paid by Iran for the eight 
year war against Iraq- It could add up to nearly $# bn. 
It is reported on the UN assessment and hov; the Iranian 
government is trying to cope. 
190. RESOLUTION, CEASEFIRE, UNITED NATIONS, IRAQ 
Jawaid Iqbal. Pressure moments on Iraq. Link. 34(51); 2 
August, 1992: 16-17. 
During the sixteen months after the Gulf v/ar was 
ceasefire, Iraq has taken a number of measures to comply 
with the UN ceasefire resolution. But the recent 
controversy over search operations in its Agriculture 
Ministry building has led to another crisis situation. 
191. RESOLUTION 687, BAGADAD 
Snow, Charles. The political scene. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(28); 15 April, 91: C1-C4. 
Uith Baghdad's acceptance of Pvesolution 637 and the 
formation of a UN force to monitor the Iraqi Kuwaiti 
broder the stage is set for the coolition to disengage 
itself from Iqra. 
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192. RESOURCE- WATER, CONFRONTATION, MIDDLE EAST 
Jartin, Josh and Parker, Mushtak. Water; The politics of 
thirst. Middle East. No.202; Aug., 91: 29-30. 
The Kuwait crisis erupted over accen to oil resources 
The next middle east comfrontation could arise resources-
water. The Middle East surveys the acrimony and potential 
for cooperation surrounding water supplies. 
193. RESOURCES, WATER, EGYPT 
Saleh, Heba. The Politics of water. Middle East. 190; 
Aur^ ust 1990: 44-45. 
VJithout extensive forward planning, the Nile will 
soon be unable to supply all the countries through which 
it flows with adequate water resources. Egypt is trying 
to achieve greater coordination but faces a gargautuan 
task. 
194. REVOLUTION, ACTIVITIES, WOMENS, IRAN 
Hegland, Mary Elaine. Political roles of Iranian village 
women. Merip Middle East Report. 133, Vol.16,1; Jan-Feb, 
1986:14-19. 
Marses of Iranian women, many of them 'traditional', 
relatively uneducated and from the lower classes, were 
politically quite active in the Iranian revolution. 
Women's activities, roles and characteristics in local 
politic were similar to those they exhibited in the 
revolution. 
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195. REVOLUTION, CONSTITUTIONAL, IRANIAN 
Afary, Janet. Peasant rebellions of the cospian region 
during the Iranian constitutional revolution, 1906-1909. 
International Journal of Middle East Study. 23(2); May 
91: 137-161. 
A close look at three sets of materials- the news 
papers of the constitutional Revolution, among them 
Majlis (1906-8), Anjuman (1906-9), Habl al Matin 
(190V-9), and Suri Israfil (1907-8); during the first 
constitutional period, a number of Strikes and sit-ins 
were carried out by the pearants, often with the support 
of craftmen and workers, who had initiated trade union 
activity. 
196. SALINISATION, INDUS RIVER, PAKISTAN 
Land, Thonas. Glistening, but damaged beyond repair. 
Middle East. 189; July 1990: 38-39. 
Aerial views of abandoned irrigated areas of the 
v;orld's dry regions reveal nast expenses of glistening 
white salt, land so damaged it is essentially useless. 
Pakistan has launched a programme to protect the 
prosperous Indus river basin from salimisation. 
197. SALVATION, PRESIDENT, IRAN 
Marlowe, Lara. Searching for saluation. Time. 138(8); 26 
Aug., 91: 12-13. 
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Lost in a political and economic morass, the country-
seeks a middle way between a police state and an Islamic 
republic. Ominously recalling Iran in the months before 
the Ayatullah Khomeini's vevolution thousands of muslim 
worshipers manifest their derive for an islamic republic 
by walking to the knoba mosque each Friday mooning. 
198. SANCTIONS, UNITED NATIONS, LIBYA 
Murthy, C.S.R. United Nations Sanctions against Libya: A 
perspective. Journal of West Asian Studies. No.8; 1992: 
15-25. 
Recent developments such as the end of the East West 
cold war, the war in the Gulf and the disintegration of 
the Soviet Union vjere so momentions that it is hard a 
conceive of any fact of international politics which has 
remained unaffected. 
199. SEMINAR, TRADING, SHIPPING, CENTRE ARABS 
Combret, Bemard de. The oil conpanies in a climate of 
fluctuating prices. Middle East Economic Survey. 35(34); 
25 May, 92: D1-D3. 
This based on a presentation delivered by Hr. Bernard 
de Combret, senior vice-president for supply, trading and 
shipping in the Elf/Aquitaine group, at a seminar in 
Paris on 27-28 April organized by the Chambre de Commerce 
France-Arab, the Centre Arabs detudes Petrolieres, and Le 
Petrole et le Gaz Arabes. 
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200. SETTLEMENT, CONFLICT, ARAB-ISRAELI 
Snow, Charles. Syria says yet: Baker returns. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 34(42); 22 July, 91: C1-C3. 
Syria's decision to accept the American format for a 
peace conference- and perhaps a good deal more than that 
-has broken the logjam in Washington's latest attempt to 
mediate a settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict. 
201. SETTLEMENT, CONSTRUCTION, TERRITORIES, OCCUPIED 
Snow, Charles. Saudis Climb on Baker bondwagon. Middle 
East Economic Survey. 34(43); 29 July, 91: C1-C3. 
The Gulf states, Jordan and Lebanon have all 
followed Syria's lead in beaking the American proposals 
for a peace conference, and most of them have accepted 
the idea of lifting the buycatt of Israel in exchange for 
a halt to the constitution of settlements in the occupied 
territories. 
2 0 2 . SETTLEMENT, NEGOTIATED, T-IUJAHEDIN 
Dermond, Edward. W. Najibullah&s Nightmare. Time. 
138(12); 23 Sept. 91: 11. 
The U.S. and the Soviet Union for a negotiated 
settlement, but the raujahedin are preparing for a fight. 
A negotiated settlement, v;hich is now endorsed by the 
moderate mujahedin groups, will bring a chance for peace. 
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and elections would bring both peace and the democratic 
government most Afghans want. 
203. SETTLEMENT, PEACE, KING, JORDAN 
Feuilherade, Peter. Practically under seige. Middle East. 
No.207; Jan., 92: 33-34. 
Jordan feels beleagured after the Gulf crisis and king 
Hussain is aggrieved. It is reported that the country is 
pinning its hopes on a Middle East peace settlement to 
boost its economic prospects. In an indication of 
Jordan's increasingly pro-Western stance, reports of 
Official contacts between Amman and Baghdad have de 
clined noticeably in recent months, although Jordan is 
still a conduct for the few imports that are getting 
through to Iraq. 
204. SETTLEMENTS, TERRITORIES, OCCUPIED, POLITICIANS, ISRAELIS 
Smolowe, Jill. Seething over settlements. Time. 139(5); 3 
Feb., 92: 22-23. 
\Jhile Palistinians and Jewish settlers shoot it out 
in the occupied territories, U.S. and Israeli politicians 
slug it out on the problem of the American loan guaran-
tees intended to help Soviet immigrants in Israel. 
205. SOCIETY, ISLAMIC, PAKISTAN 
Nasr. Seyyed Wall Raza. Students, Islam and Politics. 
Islami Jami-at-i-Tulaba in Pakistan. Middle East Journal. 
46(1); Wint., 92: 59-76. 
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Jami-at's history reflects the dynamics of the 
development of Islamic reminalism and highlights the 
socio-political stimuli that control its evalution and 
direction. The greatest significance and long-term 
effect of Jami-at, however, lie in Jami-at's influence on 
Pakistani society. 
206. SOCIETY, MUSLIM, INFANTICIDE 
Giladi, Anv;er. Some observations on infanticide in 
medival muslim society. International Journal of Middle 
East Study. 22(2); May, 90: 135-200. 
Infanticide is known to have been a common means of 
birth control from early, apparently even prehistoric, 
times. In societies that lacked .my precise knowledge of 
the fertilization process and consequently methods for 
its prevention, infanticide was u:;ed more frequently than 
other knovm methods of population limitation, such as 
abstention from intercourse and al)ortion. 
207. SOURCES, RELIGIO-IDEOLOGICAL, POLICY, SAUDIA 
Jawaid Iqbal. Islam as a factor in Saudi foreign policy-
Journal of West Asian Studies. No.8; 1992: 43-48. 
Two strands define the Soudi Arabia position in the 
complex and shifting configuration of forces in the 
global and regional poneer equation a monarchical regime 
drawing its legitimacy from religio-ideological sources 
and backing it up with a deployment of its oil weapon. 
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208. SQUEEZE, ECONOMIC, FINANCIAL, GULF 
Salamch, Ghassan. Haugouer time in the gulf. Merip Middle 
East Report. 139, Vol.16,2; March-April, 86:40-43. 
After a decade of soariang revenues and penestic 
spending, the sid 'Eldorado' states of gulf are none in a 
tight economic and financial squeeze. Experts and 
analysts in the gulf are fenerishly studying the 
consequeness of this new phase, including its political 
implications. 
209. STABILITY, SOCIAL, OUTLOOK, POLITICAL, MEDITERRANEAN BASIN 
Corm, Georges. The financial plight of Arab Mediterranean 
Countries. Jime Review. No.15, Winter, 92: 75-81. 
Since the early eighties the economies of the Arab 
countries in general have gone through a period of 
economic decline and have been exposed to a continuing 
crisis. The magnitude of this crisis is effecting the 
social staDility and the political outlook of the whole 
Mediterrantian basin. 
210. STANCE, AMI.IVALENT, GULF WAR, YAMEN 
Geroge, Aim. Feeling the squeeze. Middle East. No.203; 
Sept.,91: :!8-29. 
The United States and its Western and Arab allies are 
taking the:.r time to forgive Yemen for its ambivalent 
stance during the Gulf War. Washington appears to be 
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easing up on its refusal to continue aid, while the 
Yemeni foreign minister's visit to London. Faeed with a 
massive influx of returning expatriate workers, what 
Yemen really needs, however, is better relations with its 
Arab neighbours. 
211. STATISTICS, SMUGGLING, DRUG, IRAN 
Feuitherade, Peter. Merchants of death. Middle East. 
No.202; August, 91: 31. 
Drug smuggling and trafficking is one of Iran's 
biggest businesses, although it naturally does not shov; 
up in economic statistics. It is reported that the 
authorities are taking draconian measures to suppress the 
business, provoking criticism from Amnesty International. 
212. STRATEGY, AID, ARAB 
Parker, Mushtak. No more freeloading, Arab aid. Middle 
East. No.202; August 91: 33. 
One effect of the somewhat reduced financial 
circumstances in which GCC oil producers find themselves 
is that they intend to be much more discerning about the 
aid they disburse and the way it is used. It is reported 
on how the new aid strategy is -shaping up. 
2 1 3 . STRATEGY, DEVELOPMENT, ECONOtllC, SYRIA 
Pethes, Valker. The Syrian economy is the 1980's. Middle 
East Journal. 46(l);Wint, 92: 37-58. 
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Syria's economic problems of the 1980's resulted 
pririiarily from the development strategy and policies the 
Syrian leadership pursued after 1970. External Factors, 
although exacerbating the crises, played only a second 
role. 
214. STRIKES, CIVIL PAKISTAN 
Hyman, Anthony. Back form the barracks. Middle East. 189; 
July, 1990: 21-22. 
Benazir Butto's authority in Pakistan is being 
steadily eroded by civil strife, political rivatry and 
her government's apparent paralysis. Retuetant though it 
may be, the army could find itself back on the political 
centre stage if only by defiult of the politicians. 
215. STRIKES, RALLIES, ISLAMIC SOLVATION FRONT, ALGERIA 
Seymour. Jan. New Algerisn government. Ait-Laoussine 
appointed energy minister. Middle East Econimic Survey. 
34(38); 24 June, 91: A1-A9. 
The task of free legisj ative elections will not be 
easy considering that the country is under a state of 
seige and the regime is being challenged by almost daily 
strikes and rallies by the Islamic saluation front. 
216. STRUCTURE, POLITICAL, INTERVENTION, GULF CRISIS 
Fouad, Marwan. Time to get their house in order. Middle 
East. No.201; July, 91: 19-20. 
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Egypt's prompt military intervention in the Gulf 
crisis caused much debate within the country. The 
political party structure was shov;n up as unable to 
reflect different opinions coherently. It is argued that 
the time has come for a shake-up; and a lot of rethinking 
by party leaders. 
217. SUBSTANCE, fdATTER, COMPROMISE, ISRAEALIS 
Snow, Charles. Arabs and Israelis get down to business. 
Middle East Economic Survey. 35(11); 16 Dec.,91: C1-C3. 
The Israelis and Palestinian/ Jordanian teams never 
even made it out of the corridors of the State Department 
but the tone of the talks was decidedly less accrimonious 
than in Madrid. They are making a genuine effort to find 
a compromise which will allow than to more on to matters 
of substance. 
218. SUPPORT, INTERNATIONAL, PRESIDENT, IPvAQ 
Parker. Mushtak. When in doubt, go for broke. Middle 
East. 190; September, 1990: 5-7. 
Given the international response to his actions, 
including that of the majority of Arab governments, 
Saddam Could be rapidly writing himself out of a role. 
But as demonstrations in his support sv;eep through the 
Arab world, the Iraqi leader is counting onmass support 
to see him through the crisis. 
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219. SYSTEMS, ECONOMIC, STABILITY,PRICE 
Yemani, Shaikh Ahmad Zaki. Oil Price stability and Free 
markets. Middle East Economic Survey. 34(37); 17 June, 
91:D1-D4. 
The recent devise of communism in Eastern Europe has 
confirmed what most people in the West always suspected-
that capitalism v;ould prove to be the more durable of the 
two fundamental economic sustems of the 20th century. 
220. SYSTEM, POLITICAL, iraiTY, NATIONAL, ISRAEL 
Harrison, Drew. The Verge of upheanal. Middle East. 187; 
May 1990: 15-16. 
The disintegration of Israel's National Unity Govern-
ment has brought the country's entire political system 
into question. At the same time any active participation 
in a peace dialogue with the Palestinians has been 
forestalled. 
221. TALKS, BILATERAL, MIDDLE EAST 
Snow, Charles. US Names Washington as venue. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 35(9); 2 Dec, 91: C1-C3. 
The Middle East peace negotiations . are facing their 
first major crisis after the Americans broke the deadlock 
over the venue for continuing bilateral talks. 
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222. TALKS, MULTILATERAL, ISSUES, REGIONAL, PALESTINIANS 
Snov;, Charles. Palestinians drop out in Moscow. Hiddle 
East Economic Survey. 35(18); 3 February, 92: C1-C3. 
The Palestinians decided to go to Moscow for opening 
of the multilateral talks on regional issues, but 
declined to attend the conference when their attempt to 
stretch the rules on representation was rebuffed. 
223. TALKS, PEACE, LEBANON 
Smolowe, Jill. Vengeance is mine. Time. 139(9); 2 March, 
92: 25. 
Israel hits back hard at Lebanon's Shi'ites. Getting 
tough could help Shamir, but it will hurt the peace 
talks. As disheartening as the renewed hostilities are, 
perhaps they will underscore for negotiations how acute 
the need of to achieve a tasting peace. 
224. TALKS, PEACE, REGIONAL, PRIME MINISTER, JORDANI/LN 
Snow, Charles. Nev; Cabinet in Jordan. Micdle East 
Economic Survey. 35(8); 25 November, 91: C1-C2. 
The resignation of Jordanian Prime Minister Tahir at-
Masri on IS November and his replacement by sharif Zaki 
ibn Shakir, a cousin of King Hussain, is unlikely to make 
much difference as far as Jordan's Commitment to the 
current regional peace talks is concerned. 
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225. TERRITORIES, OCCUPIED, CONFERENCE, ISRAELIS 
Snow, Charles. Shamir turns Bush down. Middle East 
Economic Survey. 34(37); 17 June, 91: C1-C3. 
;The Israelis have not only flatly rejected an 
American appeal to compromise on the putative peace 
conference and to freeze the colonization of the occupied 
territories, but are now making demands on an issue which 
everyone thought had been settled-Palestinian representa-
tion. 
225. TERRITORIES, OCCUPIED, PRESSURE, ISRAEL 
Snow, Charles. Political Scene. Middle East Economic 
Sruvey. 34(34); 27 May, 1991:C1-C2. 
The American have critiazed Israel's drine to 
colonize the occupied territories, while making it clear 
that they will not bring any pressure to bear to halt it. 
In the circumstances 5 no one in VJashington v;hould be 
surprised that the Israelis paid no attention. 
227. TERRITORIES, OCCUPIED, SETTLEMENT, NEGOTIATED 
Gibbins, Penny. Biting the hand that fed. Middle East. 
193; November, 1990: 19-21. 
Palestinians in the Occupied territories hav edemons-
trated askable popular support for Saddam's rape of 
Kuwait. This has caused consternation amongest its 
sympathisers and those lift-wing Israelis advocating a 
negotiated settlement. 
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2 2 8 . TPvADE UNIONS, DEMONSTRATIONS, TURKEY 
Zaman, Amberin. Union muscle. Middle East. 187; May 1990: 
21. 
Turkey's trade unions are showing increasing eager-
ness to indulge in confrontation with employers and the 
authorities. The government has attempted to suppress 
labour militancy in the name of 'security'. The vjorkers' 
grievances are set to provide the occasion for more 
strikes and violent demonstrations. 
229. TRADE, INTERNATIONAL MONEY, ILLICIT 
Land, Thomas. The money war. Middle East. 190; September, 
1990: 22. 
It is becoming increasingly obvious that the best way 
to tackle the international trade in narcoties is by 
stopping the illicit money flov;. The principal financial 
centres of the developing countries, including the middle 
cast are now joining a global drive to deprive drug 
traffickers of essential banking services. 
230. TREATIES, KURDISH-BANGLADESH 
Butt, Gerald. Political Scene. Middle East Economic 
Sruvev. 34(30); 29 April, 91: C1-C4-
The announcement by kurdish leaders that they had 
reached agreement in principle with the Baghdad 
government on autonomy for the kurds was but the latest 
surprise to be thrown up by chaotic aftermath of the Gulf war. 
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231. TERRITORIES, OCCUPIED, RED-INTIFADEH, ISRAELI 
Beyer, Lisa. Deadly force. Time. 140(8); Aug., 92: 28-29. 
Israeli commandos are waging an under cover war in 
the occupied territories against the 'red-intigadeh'. 
Palestinian intellectual Sari Nusseibeh suggests as the 
peace process resumes and perhaps accelerates, 
Palestinian militants, may continue to try to sabatage it 
by force of arms. In that case, the 'sayarat' will be 
these to stay. 
232. TERRITORIES, OCCUPIED, RESOLUTION, SECURITY COUNCIL 
Snow, Charles. Security Council Condemns Israel. Middle 
East Economic Survey. 35(15); 13 Jan., 92: C1-C3. 
Istael's decision to deport Palestinians from the 
occupied territories- which caused the Arabs to postpone 
sending their delegations to Washington for the third 
round of peace talks- has been strongly cordemned in a 
security Council resolution. 
233. TREATIES, OIL, PRINCIPLES, GUIDING 
Yamini, Ahmad Zaki. A general agreement on oil. Middle 
East Economic Survey. 34(52); 30 Sept., 91: DI-D5. 
The next step could entail holding a follow-up 
conference, which would include the main oil consuming 
states. If all goes well, the general agreement resulting 
from these tv^ o meetings ought to contain the guiding 
principles the oil industry always deserved but never 
had. 
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234. TREATIES, PLO, PRESIDENT, IRAQ 
Levitt, Wendy Kristiansen. What's the mood in Israel? 
Middle East. No.l94; Dec, 90: 20-21. 
What's more, the PLO's alliance with Saddam Hussain 
has not only infuriated the West but also damaged and 
split the support for Palestinians self determination 
within the moderate Israel left. 
235. TREATIES, PRODUCTION, OIL, GENEVA 
Seymour. Jan. OPEC awaits market verdiet on Geneva produc-
tion agreement. Middle East Economic Survey. 35(20); 
Feb., 92: 1-7. 
It is the report on OPEC's is February Geneva Produc-
tion agreement. The production outback agreement reached 
by OPEC oil Ministers in Geneva is for from perfect as 
evidenced by the ope T reservations expressed by the 
organization's two leading producers- Saudi Arabia and 
Iran. 
236. TRADE, FOREIGN, IRAN 
Feuilherade, Peter. Evi^ rybody's welcome, up to a point. 
Middle East. No.206; Dec.,91: 36-37. 
Potential investor;; from abroad are starting to take 
Iran's willingness to encourage capital inflows and 
foreign trade seriously. It is mentioned that numerous 
obstracks little the path mapped out by President 
Rafsanjani to better foreign relations. 
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237. TRANSPORTATION, CRUDE OIL, DISASTER 
Shilleto, Kevin. Crude oil transportation after the exxon 
Kaldez. Middle East Economic Survey. 35(23); 9 March, 92: 
D1-D2. 
The Exxon Valdez disaster which has cost its owners 
some three billion dollers in direct penalty and 
unquantifiable mileage in 'feel bad' publicity has turned 
the United States into a country that may have to rely 
for the major port of its petroleum consumption on 
demostic product when the new 'clean sea' regulations, 
OPA 90, start to bite. 
238. TRUIMPHS, RECENT, PALESTINIAN 
Beyer, Lisa. Better without the boss? Time. 139(24) 15 
June, 92: 37. 
Discontent is at an all-time high within the PLC, yet 
there is no abvious successor of Yasser Arafat. No likely 
successor, however, elicits much excitement, or 
confidence, among the Palestinians as a whole. Which is 
one reason why Arafat's recent Trimphs over death have 
prompted expression of support from his people. 
239. UNIFICATION, LEADERSHIP, POLITICAL, YAIffiN 
Watkins, Eric and Patter, Jonathan. Learning to line 
together. Middle East. 190; Sept., 1990: 17-18. 
Yamen has been one country for just over three months 
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understandable unification has encountered problems and, 
in the North at least, some lingering opposition. But 
there is no doubting the commitment of the leadership of 
the North and South to overcome the divisions of part 
decades. 
240. UNIFICATION, WORKERS, YEMENI 
VJatkins, Eric. Oil calms troubled waters. Middle East. 
No.206; D e c , 91: 37-38. 
More than 18 months after unification between north 
and south, Yemen still faces critical growing pains. The 
Gulf \?av and the expulsion of Yemeni workers from Saudi 
Arabia came at an infortunate time for the fledgling 
state. 
241. UNITED NATIONS, PROBLEMS, SOLUTION, MOROCCO-PALISARIO 
Kouk, Marian. Strtick in the sand. Middle East. 190; 
August, 1990: 19-20. 
Perhaps there is a way out of the rut, but despite 
the best efforts of the United Nations- and whatever 
V7illingness exists between Morocco and Palisario- a 
solution to the Western Sahara problem now seems as far 
away as ever. 
242. VIOLENCE, FACTIONAL, PARTITION, UZBEK 
Penberthy, Jafferson. The Wild card of Kabul. Time. 
139(24); 15 June, 92: 28. 
Once outlaws, Abdul Rashid Dostam and his Uzbek 
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initials have now been called in to maintain the peace. 
Restoring peace, though, is probably beyond the new 
strongman. Kabul continues to descend into factional 
violence, which may sv;eep the tortured country into war 
again- perhaps even eventual partition. 
243. VIOLENCE, TERRORISM, MIDDLE EAST 
Muir, Jim. The political scene. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 35(36); 8 June, 92: C1-C3. 
the issue of security has been brought to the forefront 
by acts of violence in Gaza, Tel Aniv and Eilat, and in 
southern Lebanon, where there are continued fears that 
the situation could spiral out of control. In Iraq, 
President Saddam Hussain in apparently moving to crush 
pockets of Shi'ite resistance in the southern marshes, 
while in the north, the kurds are moving ahead with the 
inauguration of their new national assembly. 
244. WAR, CIVIL, TURKEY 
Church, George J. Across the great divide. Time. 140(16); 
19 Oct., 1992: 24-29. 
Strategically positioned between the West and Islam, 
Turkey is both buffer and bridge for two cultures that 
must learn to co-exist. A civil war aborting Turkey's 
efforts to bridge West and East would be a first class 
tragedy. Turkey has made a brilliant start, but if it 
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should fail, no other country could play the role- and 
that would be everyone's loss. West and East. 
245. WAR, GLFLF, UNITED NATIONS 
Snow, Charles. The Political scene. Middle East Economic 
Survey. 34(27); 8 April, 91: C1-C3. 
The U.N. has approved virtually unchanged the 
punitive terms by the U.S. for a formal end of the gulf 
war, and now that they have been endorsed by the five 
permanant members of the Security Council, including 
China. 
246. WARFARE, BLOODY, MUJAHEDIN, KABUL 
Desmond, Edv;ard W. Breaking up into warring cantons. 
Time. 138(23); 9 Dec, 91: 24-26. 
With still no sign of a peace after 13 years of 
bloody fighting, the mujahedin may fragment the benighted 
country into personal freedoms. The real game, as far as 
most of the 'mujahedin' are concerned, is still bringing 
down Najibullah and winning the race to Kabul. 
247. WARFARE, DRUG, MUJAHEDIN, SUPPORT, WEST 
Geroge, Julian. Divided they fall. Middle East. 190; 
August 1990: 21-22. 
Despite initially enthusiastic support from the West, 
Mujahedin solidarity is beginning to fall apart. Side 
tracked by drug warfare and internecine struggles, the 
movement has become increasingly fragmented. 
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248 . VJARFARE, GUERILLAS, KABUL 
Davis, Anthony. So This is Peace? Time. 139(19); 11 May, 
92: 32. 
In Kabul, fighting among the rebels replaces war 
against the old regime, as the guerillas take power. The 
residents of Kabul, who have largely been spared the 
devastation visited upon the countryside during 14 years 
of v;ar, could only nervously hope for some form of order 
to be imposed. 
249. WARFARE, HIGH-TECHNOLOGY, MIDDLE EAST 
Kemp, Geoffrey. The Middle East arms cace: Can it be 
controlled? Middle East Journal. 45(3); Sum., 91:441-456. 
The coalition military victory in the Persian Gulf 
war has demonstrated the effectiveness of modern high 
technology warfare. A large battle - prover army land 
and sea based vjeapons. 
250. WORLD BANK, FUND, SOCIAL, EGYPT 
Gruch, Sarah. A drop in the ocean. Middle East. No.202; 
Aug., 91: 36-37. 
The World Bank has set up a Social Fund in Egypt to 
ease hardship while the economy painfully drags itself 
towards a free market. The project is undoubtedly 
worthly. But it is provoking a debate about just where 
its limited resources should be deployed. 
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